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Commuter Center , -Refer endum
Puzzle is Yet to be Solved.
see page 2

_P_a_ge_2_ _ _ _ _ _ ______;_PRINT
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Commuter Center _R eports
to President
or whatever happened to
that referenduin?
Remember the Commuter Center Building Committee. They
were the people that ran the referendum last trimester which was
supposed to decide whether or not
students would be assesed addition
fees for the building of a student
union . This last Monday they finally sent their report to President·
Sachs. Some of you may remember the controversy which followed that much publicized referendum. Many meetings of the Commuter Center Committee were

held in an attempt to come to some
interpretation of the vote. They
were all in vain however as no solid decision could be reached for a
number of reasons. The committee finally decided that what
was needed was a new referendum.
That was at the end of the fall trimester, late in December. When
the new trimester began many of
the student members on the Commuter Center Committee had resigned. Mr. Easton , Chairman of
the committee, refused to do any

Neighbors ask favors
Th e following is an open letter to all N orth eastern Students from th e
H ollywood Park Property Owners Council. The Council m eets with the
school occasionally to work out problems (recently they have been
discussing snow rem oval) . Th ey hope students will read th e letter and
give thought to th eir requests.

Speaking for all the homeowners of Hollywood Park, we would like
to ask two favors of the students ofN .I.S.C . They are small favors, and
easy to give. And they are the kind that should be as beneifical to the
giver as to the receiver. Here they are :
FIRST FAVOR: Would those students driving cars who find it
necessary to park on residential streets please be thoughtful enough to
use the walks, rather than the lawns. Lawns are difficult enough to
maintain without the added frustration from trampling feet. If you
parked ·six inches from the curb it would be simple enough to avoid
stepping on the grass. Also please do not throw litter, cigarette butts,
etc. out of your car. This is indeed thoughtless . On the contrary, as you
park your car, and if you see litter as you step out, perhaps you will pick
it up and deposit in the nearest wastebasket. This simple act of positive
helpfulness could be considered your price for parking.
SECOND FAVOR: Before you park your car on a residential street,
would you kindly check whether there is not space in the College
parking lot- particularly if the time is after 4:30 p.m. If you do not now
have a college parking lot permit, please get one. The cost is nominal,
and means at most no more than the sacrifice of a few c3ndy bars a
week. We hope you will realize that many homeowners returning from
work would be personally grateful if they did not have to walk a block
or more to park their cars before they could enjoy the relaxation of their
homes . Thoughtlessness in this regard could make the difference
between a feeling of pleasantness and friendship, and one of frustration
and irritation. It's a very small favor, but mighty important.
The point of both of our requests is that there is great need of mutual
understanding and cooperation between all segments of society: student - community ; young - old; parents - children; etc., etc. And these
little considerations, these little acts of kindness, are by no means small
factors in closing our communication gaps. How important are these
small favors? Each student can provide his own answer if he will also
ask himself: "How important is the smile on the face of a friend?" ...
"What is easier to sit on, a mountain top or a tack?"
We in this community consider ourselves part of the college and want
to help the college in any way possible, in a spirit of friendship . By the
same token, we hope all student will consider themselves part of the
Hollywood Park community and will wish to help our community in the
very same spirit of friendship. After all, isn't the act of "SHARING
PROBLEMS" and "SHARING RESPONSIBILITIES" exactly
what education - and life - is all about!
Cordially,
Mrs. Emily Johnson, sec'y

This is the last PRINT
this · trimester. Summer
PRINT is scheduled ·to
start ·May 13th.

further work until those student
were replaced. He did not want a
committee without full student
representation to make any decision which could affect the pocketbooks of the student body.
Things didn't get moving again
then until new members were
named through Dean Howenstines office. That was approximately four weeks ago and the
committe has met regularly since
then. They have been discussing
the possibilities of a new concept
in student unions, that is an oncampus satellite union plan. In
this plan no building would .be
built but space in existing and
planned buildings could be
bought, rented or allocated for the
use as student space. This c<;m cept
is only proposed and nothing definite can be said about its possibilities of success until further information is gathered by the committee.
In its report to the President
(see letter) the committee spelled
out the reasons for their failure to
come up with an interpretation
and describe the form in which
the new referendum would be
conducted. They also say they
will be continuing to work on
these new developments hoping
to come up with some equitable
solution.

Mr. Bob Easton, Chairman

Commuter center committee's
report to tlie president
Dear President Sachs:
After much controversy and discussion the ad hoc Building Program
Committee for the Commuter Center would like to report the following
as the results of the student referendum held this past November 7, 9
and 10, 1970. The official vote count as received from the counting
committee, The Student Affairs Council, was given as:
$45.00 increase
316
$39.00 increase
127
$30.00 increase
720
$21.00 increase
92
$15.00 increase
185
No fee increase
972
Void
16
Total
2,428
These results are submitted to you, President Sachs, for your interpretation and recommendation. We, the ad hoc Building Committee,_
have been unable to arrive at an interpretation of the referendum other
than to say that the results were inconclusive.
The reasons for our delay and failure to submit an official interpretation are as follows:
a. The ballot may not have been as precise as was originally believed by
the committee members.
b. The failure of the committee to officially state how the referendum
results would be interpreted prior to the voting period.
c. The problem of filling several vacancies on the committee.
d. The continuing controversy over the proposed tuition increase and
the effects that such an increase would have on the ability of our
students to pay such additional fees.
e. The discussion of several new possible solutions to meet the student
union needs of our students.
After much discussion the Building Committee feels that it would be
in the best interest of the college community to recommend a new
. referendum. It is the feeling of the members of the committee that this
new referendum should utilize a two part ballot. The first section of the
ballot should be used to determine whether or not the students want to ·
have a fee increase at this time. This would be a simple "Yes" or "No"
vote to increase the Building Fee. The second section of the ballot
should be used to determine the amount of fee increase. This second
section would be used only if a plurality of the votes in the first section
favored a fee increase.
In conclusion, the members of the ad hoc Building Program Committee for the Commuter Center stand ready to assist you in any way
possible in your decision-making process. In the meantime, we will
continue to work towards a solution of the needs of the students of
Northeastern Illinois State College in light of the new possibilities that
have been presented.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert F . Easton, Chairman
Ad Hoc Building Committee for the Commuter Center
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SG decides - 'we are legal • • •
until proven not to he"
The fledging Student Government met last week ready to face
the potential challenge of Gene
Kube with petition and constitution in hand. This crisis never
occured though, because Mr.
Kube and his supporters had not
been able to collect the required
number of signatures ( 1600) for
his petition. The first order of
business then became the formation of an advisory committee on ·
the Constitution. This committee
was to study the revived 1967 constitution which the present gov- .
ernment is operating under and
then advise them about their legality and extent of power. They were
also to advise the government
about the possibilities of a new
constitution being brought before
the students.

fact that the newly elected Student Senate was illegal. Further it
was to have a referendum on a
new constitution run and an interim government established to
conduct the proceedings.
The response by the Student
Senate made it clear that at this
time petition would not serve the
pest interests of the Student Senators. This would not have deterred me if not for the fact that
the petition at the same time
would not serve the best interest
of the Student Community. At
this late date in the trimester a
referendum would not be feasible
nor would it be feasible during the
summer.

\ ..

·-:· ))~\-::•

Carl Dahlstrom, ex-member of
the Elections Committee set up by
Howenstine, was chief protagonist
for the institution of this advisory
. committee. After its approval by
the Senate, Carl was named Chairman of the constitutional board.
He had submitted to George
Crowley, acting president of the
Student Senate, a list of names before the meeting. This list named
people that Carl and George
thought would be good members
of the committee. They were; Larry Neff, Larry Bernstein, Gene
Kube, Annabel McFall and Connie McNeely. After the names
w e r e announced only Miss
McNeely refused being considered for work on the advisory
staff. After each one of the pros-

:,-r=·

,.i i#!:' .

Gene Kube; ex-student government president.

pective candidates rose and gave a
short talk about their qualifications and goals they were approved.
The next order of business was
then announced by George Crowley as nominating people to fill the
vacancies on the Student Fees Allocations Committee. It is here
that Mr. Kube spoke up and questioned if that would be a wise
move. He thought it wouldn't.
Considering that the Government
was illegal and any person named
to the committee would thus be illegal.
This led to a long series of de-

bates in which the legality of the
Student Government was discussed and argued. At meetings
end the discussion was still going
on but through the fog and smoke
some decisions seem to have been
made. Kube evidently decided at
that meeting to drop his petition.
After the meeting Mr. Kube released this statement to the
PRINT:
"After Thursday's escapade
with the "Student Senate", I have
found it necessary to drop the petition I have been circulating prior
to that meeting. The petition, as
you recall, was to proclaim the

If the petition were completed,
the Student Fees committee
would be frozen until such time
that a referendum could be held.
· We all know what a cut off of
Student Fees would mean as
money is the life blood of student
participation on this campus."
Because of these developments
the newly elected student government has passed its first potential
crisis. They have decided not to
pass judgement on their own legality and simply assume they are legal. They will then wait for somebody to challenge them. Until that
time they will act as the legal representative body for the Students
of Northeastern.

Commemorating Kent and
Jackson May 5th
by Nick Stojanouic
A call for a national student
strike of both high schools and
colleges this May 5th in memory
of those killed at Jackson and Kent
last May during the Cambodian
Crisis, has been issued by the Association of Student Governments, the National Student Association, and the Student Mobilization Committee.
The call was first issued from
the campus workshop of the recent National Student Antiwar
Conference sponsored by the Student Mobilization Committee last
February in Washington D.C. The
call was reaffirmed at the recent
Chica_go Peace Action Coalition
Regional Antiwar conference

held here in Hyde Park last
month. Plans for local activities
are now being finalized by the Student Mobilization Committee
here in Chicago.
A rally at the Board of Education Building is being planned by
the High School S.M.C. around
noon. This rally will then march to
a city wide rally somewhere down
town later that afternoon.
There will be rallies at most
colleges that day as students participate in a moratorium of classes
that day. This date will become a
focal point of the student antiwar
movement which will be brought
together by the massive antiwar
demonstration this April 24th in
Washington D.C.

JOIN US IN APOWERFUL

11rrm-

SACTION

BRING ALL TI-IE

HOV1E~

END THE DRAFT
STUDENT MDBILIZATI-ON
COMMITTEE
922-1DBS
MAIL TO: SMC , 407 S. Dearborn,
Room 760, Chicago, Ill. 60605
I want more information on
the Spring anti.war activities.
I want to go to Washington
April 24.
Enclosed is$
deposit
to reserve a bus seat. Roundtrip
fare is $35.
Be one of the millions of people who this April
24th will be marching on Washington D.C. and
San Francisco demanding an immediate end to
the war in Indochina and an abolition of the
draft. Tables will be set up Thursday and Friday
with leaflets, buttons, brochures, and bus tickets
to Washington D.C. (Also two special showings
of the documentary film, MY LAI at 2 and 3 this
Thursday) When the people of this country force
the government to end this war this war will end.
Join us this Apri l 24th in Washington .

Enclosed is $ ___to help
build the ahtiwar movement.
FUNDS _ URGENTLY NEEDED!!

- - - -- -SCHOOL - - - - - - - -
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''The loneliness of a realist''
By Charles M. Horvath

In this age of polarity and propoganda it is most
difficult for me, as a realist, to maintain silence even
though much of what is going on I consider to be near
insanity if not at least stupidity. It is a fearful thing for
a realist to express himself because in essence I feel
that perhaps I am joining the throngs of bantering
idiots who surround me. But articles such as the
Print's (in particular The Draft: A Study in the Politics of Power by Nick Stojanovic, March 25, 1971),
that are a never-ending proliforation of crap do finally, by sheer numbers, stoke the coals of my frustrations and force my need to express a little sanity of
perspective. Consequently this article must not be
read by the reader as a "join me around my flag
boys", (as my antagonists of the Right and Left
would enjoin you, the masses, to do,) but rather this
is intended to have a low profile (no brass bands) and
to offer some thoughts for the reader to chew on (as a
plug of tobacco) and do with what he will.
As a stude'nt of history I feel that there are two
choices that I can make about Nick. The first is that
he doesn't understand history or the second being that
he has developed the ability to use history. Of these
two choices I suspect that Nick has developed, and
quite well, the ability to use history. Samuel Eliot
Morison has earned many honors (from the Establishment) and mucho monies (from publishing high
school textbooks) as the conservative, national, consensus historian of these United States (the we're
great and "Like it is .. " type of history). It would appear that Nick is attempting to gain equal honors as
the liberal consensus historian of the New Left. My
only advice to all is to beware of these types of "historians". History is an animal that creates (by interpretation) his own animal while his bias determines
the size of the teeth and the food the animal has, is or
will eat; that is if it will eat at all. This doesn't mean
that we shouldn't listen to historians, statiticians,
economists, political scientists, etc., but rather that
we should take their morsals to chew on and consider,
rather than to consume without tasting. In effect a
great deal of people ingore or forget that there is a
great deal of poison in our tight little world.
At this juncture I offer some general food for
thought to be considered by those who have not sold
their minds into the slavery of a troupe. Ask yourself
the question, "What is the relationship between the
government and the governed?" With this question
ponder the following quote (sorry it's so long), which
defines the relationship between the power of politics
and morality.
I Its simplest form is the doctrine of non-resistance.
The moral man recognises the existence of political
power as an evil, but regards the use of power as a still
greater evil. This is the basis of such doctrines of nonresistance as those of Jesus or of Gandhi, or of modern pacifism. It amounts, in brief, to a boycott of politics.
II The second form of antithesis between politics
and morality is anarchism. The state, as the principal
organ of political power, is "the most flagrant, most
cynical and most complete negation of humanity".
(Bakunin, a famous Russian Revolutionary and
friend of Marx commented "If there is a devil in all
human history, it is this principle of command and
authority".) The anarchist will use power to overthrow the state. This revolutionary power is, however,
not thought of as political power, but as the spontaneous revolt of the outraged individual conscience.
It does not seek to create a new political society to take
the place of the old one, but a moral society from
which power, and consequently politics, are completely eliminated.
III A third school of thought starts from the same
premise of the essential antithesis between morality
and politics, but arrives at a totally different conclusion. The injunction of Jesus to "render unto Caesar the things that are Gaesar's, and unto God the
things that are God's", implies the co-existence of

Nick Stojanovic: Author of story - The Draft:
A Study of the Politics of Power.

two separate spheres: the political and the moral. But
the moral man is under an obligation to assist - or at
any rate not to obstruct - the politician in the discharge of his non-moral functions. "Let every soul be
subject to the higher powers. The powers that are ordained of God) We thus recognise politics as necessary but non-moral.
The Nature of Politics by
E. H. Carr, pg. 99
The theory of divorce between the spheres of politics
and morality is superficially attractive, if only because it evades the insoluble problem of finding a
moral justification for the use of force. But it is not
ultimately satisfying. Both non-resistance and anarchism are counsels of despair, which appear to find
widespread acceptance only where men feel hopeless
of achieving anything by political action; and the attempt to keep God and Caesar in water-tight compartments runs too much athwart the deep-seated desire of the human mind to reduce its view of the world
to some kind of moral order. We are not in the long
run satisfied to believe that what is politically good is
morally bad; and since we can enither moralise power
nor expel power from polities, we are faced with a
dilemma which cannpt be completely resolved. The
planes of utopias and of reality never coincide. The
ideal cannot be institutionalized, nor the institution
idealised.
It is superficially easy for anyone of any group to
present a case as being a member of the third group,
the realist, but is this really the truth? When determining which group (the non-functional, the anti-functional or the functional) a person is working in the
questions of background, motives, methods, goals
and emotions, each of which must at least be considered if not determined. What, for example, were
Nick's motives (as well as the Print's for publishing
mostly one wing ideas) in his article? Did he present a
valid interpretation? Did he present facts and were
they all the facts? Has he indeed lost the delicate balance between the politics of power and the morality of
God? Questions such as these are tools to separate the
garbage from reality and your future depends on your
ability to use these tools both in the smaller issues of
personal interaction with your neighbor (are they

small?) and the larger magnification of these interactions with the nation and the world!
I have attempted to deal only with the logical thinking in a general sense and in the sense of method
rather than my political and moral beliefs. Of course,
in reality, this article cannot fail to exhibit my beliefs
to the person who understands my methods because
the methods generally determine the area of thought
about these matters. If I were a pure goalist of the
U topian dream then I would be a Liberal while if I
were an antigoalist of the Utopian dream on the
grounds that it cannot be, then I would be a Conservative. This simplified definitition of Liberalism
and Conservatism is the same as morality versus politics of power. The real problems develope when polarization expands the distance between these two
camps which in tum congeals these two opposites to
the purest of theories; and it naturally follows that
each demands the purest (or total) victories over the
other. Ancient Greece remained liberally separated
and fell before the conqueror while Weimar Germany
polarized to conservatism (Hitler) and became the
conqueror. It would appear that modern (?) America
is giving itself these two choices. An analogy of this
would be a man who decides that the Right or Left
hand will be supreme over the body. The decision of
reign will be made by beating himself with the Left
and Right. This is the situation (to a great extent) that
I see, as a realist, in today's America. Stretching the
analogy of the man a bit further where would reality
be? Would reality be the mind, the heart or perhaps
the asshole? Perhaps reality has the heart of a liberal
and the mind of a conservative. Can reality be a chemistry that synthesizes these two chemicals of thought
into a formula of workable advancement?
In closing I am sure that I will be attacked from all
points of the compass. I say this because it is lonely
trying to be a realist in this nightmare of emotion and
anxiety. "The theory of divorce between the spheres
of politics and morality is superficially attractive .. " I
suspect the conservatives will call me a liberal and the
liberals will call me a conservative, but they are all
honorable men. I may be called a status quoer and
perhaps even an idiot but they are members of their
troupe and they also are all honorable men. Others
may read and note what has been said and push on
with the business of reality, for we are but honorable
men also.

Quetico Park
not saved yet
The fight to save Quetico Park is not yet won.
The Canadian Government has established three
types of primitive classifications and since over
90% of all briefs written did not state what primitive meant, our briefs are uselss ... Unless we
form petitions calling for a class one- primitive
Quetico Park. That is just what the Ecology Club
has done. Class one primitive means, no logging,
no motorboats, no ruining of a primitive, beautiful
park.
If you have written a brief (absolutely positive
that you have) please come to the Ecology Club
table that will be outside the North Dining Hall
Thursday and Friday. Just because politics has
entered the scene does not mean that we have
given up.

Raoul's Pub
6350 N. Lincoln
Lincoln and Devon
Open 4 p.m. tit 4 a.m.
Cocktail Hours 4 tit 7 p.m.
2 for the price of 1

Ladies Night-Every Thurs.
Sc Beer-25c Mix Drinks
Wed. - 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. 1 dollar
All the beer you can drink

All Drinks 60c - Beer 30c

SHAFER
FLORISTS

BRYN MAWR
KIMBALL

FOLK - CLASSIC - ELECTRIC
100's OF NEW & USED GUITARS

Martin Headquarters
Gu ild, Gibson
Fender. Garcia
Yamaha

Brass lnst.'s, Flutes,
Violins, Recorders
Song Books

PHONE • 478-6276
10o/o DISCOUNT TO ALL

Lessons - Expert Repairs

We Buy & Trade
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IIT Tricycle race
The International Intercollegiate Tricycle Race will be
held Saturday, April 24th at IIT. More teams a re expected this year, which will be the second annual running
of the race. Prizes will be given in each of th,e four
divisions: men, women, mixed, and special design. First
place will bring $ 125 to the winners, second place, $90.
The eritr:y fee of twenty dollars wiH be paid by the
Program Department at NI~. Students interested in
jo ining NISC's team shoold contact Carol Burke, in office
E-22 1.
.
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corey's
corner

Our economy has nothing
to do with pollution

Americans don't over consume
they just over provide

Pages

The college experience is long and mysterio!]S . A part of it might be
the paraphrased quotation by an instructor, remembered for no particular reason while walking down a street. Like, "The blooming of a single
flower affects the course of the world."
Such an esthetic realization can be jarring. If a crummy dandelion
really does make a difference in the way things are and become, how
much of a difference does a fellow human cause? And how much do we
affect each other in our muddled pacings here and there?
In our niche of time where persons are numbered and treated like
interchangeable gears, we can easily overlook our interdependence and
influence on each other. When we remember the influence, it's often
because something bugs us.
In last week's classified section of the Print, an ad appeared in capital
letters :
"LETS ALL GET TOGETHER AND END
GRADE SCHOOL DISCIPLINE. LETS
GET RID OF BRIDGETTE, THE
CLEANING LADY IN THEA-WING ."
Now there 's a worthy goal. Let's get rid of the cleaning lad y, because
she tells us not to sit on top of the study carrels. We want our fou r years
here to be sti mulating and enlightening, and old ladies shouldn't go
around telling us when to get off. That stu ltifies growth ... hinders
interpersonal relationships ... stunts creativity, etc. So let's get rid of
the cleaning lady, cause then things will be cool.
Since there aren't any courses in Compassion, or Respect for Public
Property listed in the catalogue, some students might not know that
they're taught on the college level. Especially when the instructors
don't always have degrees.

1

•
Whale a spouting
success
The whale campaign held last those who participated and for Sweeney, a John Marshall High
week was a success beyond the ex- those who helped organize this School Biology teacher for use of
pectations of its organizers. The campaign. It afforded the oppor- the album "Songs of the Humpresponse this campaign received tunity to learn a small amount back Whale" and Whale Book
demonstrated the concern for about the largest mammals on both of which were instrumental
ecology by our faculty, staff, stu- earth. It also helped focus on the to the success of our campaign. In
problem of extinction the whale addition thanks were given to
dents, and friends.
We want to thank those who . faces and on some solutions. The those who helped at the table and
contributed with their time and campaign also pointed out that in organizing the campaign. T hey
their donatio ns. The most obvious some things cannot be changed by i n c I u d e d Adreenne, Aryliss,
result of this campaign was the letters, or placards, or demonstra- Bruce, Candy, Chris, Eva, F ran,
collection of funds for two groups tions . Rather it pointed out that Fred, Greg, Jerry, Jim, Joe, Kathbest able to cope with this inter- higher levels of organizations and ryn, Lynn, Marcia, Mark, Virnational problem. Some of the eo-operation are needed. Hopeful- ginia, and two anonymous. The
money will go to the New York ly this learning experience will college faculty and staff were also
Zooligical Society Whale Fund spur further interests especially very helpful, especially Darlene ,
which is devoted solely to the with respect to whales.
Smith, Lottie, Mr. George and his
study and preservation of whales.
Special thanks was given to Mr. staff, and the TV department.
The remainder of the funds will go
THE WHALE CAMPAIGN RESULTS
to the whale Campaign, which is
2
$10.00
5dollarbills
47.00
1 dollar bills
47
working to bring about inter1
.50
½dollars
national co-operation aimed at
150
37.50
quarters
stopping the whale's extinction.
110
11.00
dime s
However, perhaps a less obvtous,
109
5.45
nlckles
132
1.32
pennie s
but just as important result also
took place. That result was the
$112.77
learning experience involved with

My Lai Film to he shown
T he entire nation is in an uproar
over the recent co nviction of Lt.
Calley. Many say he's the scapegoat of the military, implying others higher up the chain of command are escaping a fate they justly deserve.
What happed at MY LAI that
day will weigh heavily on the conscience of this country. But the
blame must be shared not only by
Lt. Calley and Capt. Median, but
by every single American who let
Vietnam happen and allow it to go
on day by day.
Who, after seeing those pictures, taken after the massacre, of
the dead men, women and chil-

dren can ever forget? Who , after
seeing those pictures could want
us to continue this war one more
day?
The film MY LAI,
will be shown
Thursday at 2 and 3
(Place to be announced)

It was Nominated for BEST
DOCUMENTARY OF THE
YEAR, and is a revealing film of
the events surrounding the massacre. An interview with 5 GI 's
who were there. Why did it happen, will it happen again? Come
and find out what these men have
say.

Ex-CBS News Commentator
lectures at Niles East
David Schoenbrun, former reporter and commentator for CBS
, news, will lecture on Vietnam and
Indo-China, at Niles East High
School, 7701 N. Lincoln Ave.,
Skokie, April 20 at 8 p.m.
Mr. Schoenbrun spent twentyfive years in Indo-China and was
the only American reporter at the
battle of Dien Bien Phu in which
the French surrendered to the Viet
Minh in 1954.

Mr. Schoenbrun is one of the
few American reporters ever to interview Ho Chi Minh .
The lecture is sponsored by the
13th Congressional D istrict Politics For Peace. Student admission
is one dollar. Regular admissi.on is
$2.00. Tickets may be obtained by
writing to Dr. Neil Aronson, 8041
Kulpatrick Ave., Skokie, Illinois
60076.
.

Join Us For Holy Week
Holy Thursday Seder and Liturgy
7:00 pm. at Newman
Please ca/1583-6109 to RSVP as soon as possible

Good Friday Service
10:00 am and 1:00 pm in Room B 125

Holy Saturday Liturgy
10:00.pm at Newman
5450 N. Kimball
Cal 1'583-6109 for fu rth~r detai Is
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Equal space, S.G.
and Del comics
had enough experience with S.G . to know how to
follow-up on his allegations : he presented his petition
on the floor of the Student Senate, where it was
debated and subsequently withdrawn . As for you,
Mr. Talbot, what advice did the Print give you? I
would have enjoyed answering your accusations on
the Senate floor. I will not,... howeve r, debate you
bi-monthly in the Print.
If anyone has a question about your government,
submit a letter to the Student Government mail box
above the cafeteria. That way, we'll be able to put
your letter on the agenda for the next Senate meeting.
.
In parting, I-have notlced that the Print had caricatured then- President Kube as Mickey Mouse and,
more recently, has caricatured President Crowley as
Humpty Dumpty. Actions such as these make me
wonder if the Print's new editorial policy is recently
from Dell Comics.
Sincerely,
Gregory Kmiec
Acting Vice-President
Student Government

When the Print is used as a debating forum , are
both sides presented simultaneously to be judged
equally? No, the submitting student presents his
accusations one week and must wait a week to get a
reply; he then restates his position the third week and
gets another response the fourth, et cetera. And in
the process of all this, the facts get stretched onto
each side' s podium.
In spite of this, the Print still publishes arguments
and debates by installments. The Print ought to seek
out both sides of major arguments by seeing that
their reader's grievance is brought to the attention of
the proper authorities. When a student writes a letter
to the Print, has he accomplished anything other than
seeing his name in print? It is my belief that the Print
ought not to betray their reader's trust by offering the
counterfeit satisfaction of accomplishment as it does
now.
Lef me illustrate my point by an example. In last
week's Print, two objections were raised questioning
the legality of the present Student Government Kube's petition and Talbot's letter. Mr. Kube has

oru
Larry Talbot's
Reply
After taking a somewhat critical stand on the newly "elected
Student Government", I made up
my mind to attend their next meeting. Since there is no known way
of extracting concrete from within
the human skull, I had to suffer
through their dunceness for an
hour and a half.
No longer is it a mystery to me
why Student Government is so
lightly regarded by the faculty and
administration and by their own
supposed "electorate." Just as I
was entering the room, I heard one
student claim in an imposing authoritarian voice, " I was on the
election committee. We worked
very hard on that committee and I
am sincerely telling you - YOU
ARE ILLEGAL!!!

Now what am I to assume from
this display, that George Crowley
ana his Student Senators are ruling by divine right? The fact is that
the Student Senate is nothing
more that an ineffectual rinky
<link farce whose members are on
a grand ego trip at the expense of
the entire Student Body.
The one conculsion that seemed
to emerge from that chaotic Senate discussion was in effect, "We
are illegal but we will maintain

ourselves as a legal body until
someone declares us illegal." At
this juncture I feel safe to assume
that the administration and faculty of this institution will find
themselves morally bound not to
interfere until Student Fees budgets are passed and might makes
right once again.
Besides appointing members to
Student Fees, the only other business that was haphazardly conducted was the creation of a Constitutional Advisory Committee to
tell the Senators what they could
do and what they couldn't do if
they could ever do anything anyway. I might note that by the meetings end two students had already
resigned or refused the nomination. The ones who remained on
the committee either considered
the Senate illegal and a farce or
themselves "constitutional authorities."
In closing, I am pleased in
knowing that my article of last
week has caused enough concern
that several people have been investigating my background. To
those who find it necessary to invest their valuable time in such a
project may I only say, yes, I am
Larry Talbot.
Signed,
SAM CATCHEM

pt.1
"Paperback"
writer
As a point of information to Dr.
Firoozi, I think it should be pointed out that the paperbacks shown
on the cover of the March 25th
edition of PRINT were NOT
bound in hard covers as Dr. Firoozi suggests. I also saw four other paperbacks, equal in price to the
three shown in the March 25th
edition, all of which were soft
bound. I advise Dr. Firoozi to see
the paperbacks first, before he assumes them to be paperbacks with
a hard cover.
Dr. Firoozi also suggests that it
is cheaper to buy paperbacks at
hardbound prices and have the library bind the book in a hard cover. No matter how you juggle the
statistics, it still doesn't make
sense.
Frank Konrad

Complaint about
learning services
I'm writing this purely as a
complaint and probably a selfish
one because nobody else could
care. Frankly I'm disturbed py the
fact that one institution as liberal
and diverse as ours has one agency

in particular, that is aberrant to
such a philosophy. The slowly dying Learning Services has and always has had a monopoly on our
television sets and how they are to
be used .
Being similiar in some respects
to my fellow students (and humans) this aspect of Learning Services didn't bother me till I was
adversely affected. It happened
this way: Down in the pool room
where I work we recently got a
television. Somehow the channel
got switched and it was playing
away, I wasn't even watching the
program some other people were.
Suddenly I noticed a long haired,
moustached cat was firing questions at me about how and why the
ichannel wasn't on 44 (that interesting and provocative news
show). I said what's the difference
between that channel and this one.
He said it's not Learning Service's
policy, while looking very annoyed. He then whips out his trusty key and turns off a locked
switch. He then gives me a no-no
look which almost prompted me to
hold out my wrist and get it
slapped.
One kindly old lady who was
watching the censored channel
protested to no avail. (I am sure
you know how disturbing it is to
have a program your watching
turned off by some bratty kid
sibbling who wants to watch Gid-

get Does It In a Sand Castle).
The main complaint is that every student as a tuition payer and a
tax payer (if he rents or owns) must
watch what Learning Services decides or watch nothing at all. If
channel 44 and NISC's 11 :45
need forced viewing then you can
draw your own conclusions about
their worths.
Obviously this is no life and
death issue but the annoyance of
policies like this and the fact that
the pawn who turned off the set
had no qualms and even seemed to
enjoy his power of determination
just pisses me off. (I said it was a
selfish complaint-pure anger)
Whether anything comes of this
or not is irrelevant; at least the students of NISC will know how
much pull they have ... they can't
even control their own T.V. sets;
it's really funny . ·
Frank Hazelwood

Hatred drop dead ...
The ending of the school week
was an exciting day. It truly was,
for this particular day , it was Friday, April 2, 1971 . At 7:30 p.m. in
the gym, The Italian Club, gave a
soulful dance. I, as a freshman, Integrater, and a pisces, went to this
Cont. on page 9
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Student teaching: · baptism of fire
by Marnie Fournier

--

NISC
On January 4 at 9 a.m. the
NISC English Department student teachers were called for a
seminar. Mr. George Grimes, director of student teaching, was reported hospitalized. S. Perry Congdon, director of English department student teachers, was apparently snowed in somewhere in
New York. Dr. Jane Hawley, colleague of Congdon, conducted the
seminar. It was quite frankly revealed that the NISC student
teaching placement program had
fallen apart. One girl from the
northwest side had been placed at
Calumet High School near the Indiana boarder. As luck would have
it, I had been placed at Cooley
H igh School; Sedgewick. C ooley
H igh Schoo l is right near the
C abrini Housing projects where
two policemen had recently been
murdered by snipers. A rapist was
also very active in the surroUJ1ding
area. There was much confusion
at the seminar and some students
ended up placing themselves and
taking their chances for their student teaching. I made the arrangements for my own student teaching at the Central YMCA High
School, 19 S. LaSalle St. We were
candidly informed that "a quality
most sought after in a student
teacher is flexibility ," by Dr.
Hawley. As a group of us left the
seminar room, we walked by the
auditorium where George Grimes
was delivering a lecture, following
a very speedy recovery.
YMCA IDGH
"Our speech teacher has mono
and our substitute hasn't shown
up for two weeks. We need someone to take over the comp class
and two speech classes." That was
Mr. Zen Puzinauskus, principal of
the Central YMCA High School,
speaking. It was January 5, my
first day as a student teacher. I was
merely supposed to observe a
class. That day I taught three
classes.
The first paper I assigned to my
composition students was to be entitled, "What I Plan To Do With
My Diploma From the YMCA."
"Go out and get roarin' drunk,"
was one reply.
In speech, I asked for impromptu two minute speeches. In
the first class, the most popular
topic was sex. In the second class,
the most popular topics were street
gangs and the "pigs," discussions
undoubtedly contrived to frighten
me. Later, I summoned enough
courage to ask (kiddingly, of
course) what my students had
done to their last two teachers,
who both called in sick. (One became ill at the beginning of the
term and the other one had not reported in for the previous two
weeks.)
As another composition assignment, I asked the students to write
an essay on a topic of their choice.
Maybe my laissez-faire approach
was reflected iri my student's
choices of subjects. One wrote on
"The 27 Most Effective Ways of
S t o p p i n g Snoring." Another
chose "Shadows" as his topic .
The speech classes that followed were brainstorming sessions
(which I mistakenly referred to as
"brainwashing" sessions until I
was hastily corrected.) The students brainstormed on "Why The
Y High Differs."
Assignments on my part, ingenious ways of avoiding assignments on my students' part, and
three classes a day continued until
Tuesday, January 12, when a substitute teacher arrived, to my immense relief. She was black. I was
white. She asked me a few personal
questions, i.e., my age and if I was
married. I said, "29" and " no"
and she said, "You sound happy"
and I answered, "I am."
One of the black students in my
speech class had informed me that

if it weren't for his people I
wouldn't have a job. The substitute teacher told me (in an aside)
that his "mind was messed" and
he was probably a Black Panther
anyway. She showed a certain
amount of fear. As it turned out,
he took to her quite readily. There
were no overt black-white problems in this class. Actually, there
are very few such problems at the
Y . The substitute chose the topic
"Y High-All White or All
Black" and the students came to a
compromise and agreed a 50-50
ratio was "right on, man."
TO REGRESS
Remote plans for my student
teaching at the Central YMCA
H igh School were made when Mr.
George Grimes, director of student teaching placment at NISC,
called Mr. Zen Puzinauskus, principal of the Y High, in September
1970. Immediate plans were made
when I attended an Institution
Day at the Y on December 18,
1970. On Institution Day, Zen
Puzinauskus and his faculty members were assembled . Principal
Puzinauskus informed his teachers that if my student teaching experience was a happy one, further
,student teachers from NISC might
be channeled to the Y High.
my ;t~d~nt-te~~hi~g ~as a free ..;ky
since it commemorated Martin
Luther King Day, a day that originally caused rioting.
The third week of my student
teaching was devoted to observing
Miss Miffie Hastings teach her literature arid composition class. On
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
I observed. She pointed out how
·o ne boy entered the room and
passed a book to another boy and
she tipped me off that he was probably pushing dope. Miss Hastings
also mentioned that if students
stick around the school after they
graduate, they are probably pushing dope. On Thursday and Friday
of that week I taught the metaphor, metamorphosis, and simile,
similar. On Friday, Miss Hastings
absented herself, probably to give
the student teacher a chance to
solo.
The fourth week of my student
teaching, I was scheduled to observe classes taught by the cochairman of the Y High English
department, Mr. Bernard Frieden.
Frieden's classes, however, are
highly self-motivated on the students' part so instead of staying in
the room with him, I was assigned
to making oral tapes for his reading laboratory. The reading laboratory is an innovation in remedial
reading and one of Frieden's pet
projects. It teaches through imitation.
February brought a new semester to the Y High School. During
the fifth week of my student teaching, I observed Mr. James Brown
begin a new literature-composition class. He spent the first
few days outlining the statistics of ·
how many students would survive
the course . He brought in a television one day to let his students
watch the astronauts and the latest
moon landing. Brown strongly denounced the "system" for robbing students of their initiative
and creativity. He presented his
class with the new essay, "Students are Niggers."
During the sixth week of my
student teaching, I was assigned to
the class of Mr. John Werner's literature where he was covering
some Chaucer and a taste of Shakespeare. In Chaucer we tiptoed
through some of the more tempestuous sequences in "Canterbury Tales" and in Shakespeare there was some discussion
of a movie on Lady MacBeth in
the nude. The students wondered
if I had been shocked by some of
the topics chosen for creative
writing class, i.e., "Christmas in a
·whorehouse ." I said, "Yes, I
was ."
student teaching, the two teachers

I was supposed to have observed
both called in sick. So that made
the fourth week that I soloed. I still
wonder what those students do to
their teachers that makes them so
prone to mono etc. First, I took
over a comp class. After February
22, I taught comp at 8:30 a.m. and
· two speech classes at l O and 11 :30
a.m.
While the student teaching was
progressing in the field, Central
YMCA High School etc ., seminars were being held at the mother
school, NISC . There the student
teachers swapped stories about
their experiences. I was able to tell
about the boy who wanted to demonstrate how to shoot heroin as a
demonstration speech in one of
my classes. The demonstration
was not permitted. "In an institution of higher learning, drug
abuse could not be permitted." I
was also able to tell about the girl
in my class who wanted to pantomine how to make a baby.
From March I until April 8, the
end of the Y High semester, I am
teaching the Short Story under the
observation of Miss Marilyn Gowdey, co-chairman of the English
department there. I am also teaching two speech courses at l O and
11 :30 a.m. under Mrs. Marcella
Marzatelli and Miss Gowdey . The
original teacher is ill and I was told
it is better for the students to have
a continuity of teachers rather
than to bring in an additional substitute.
· The Short Story course in progress consists of the biographies of
the author's lives in the book
Points of View edited by James

vited to the class to do the judging.
One of the brightest boys there
came up to me and said, "I would
have debated yesterday, but I was
in jail."
This sequence of my student
teaching lasts until April 8 after
which I have no idea what the Y
High has in store for me. I started
January 4. I will leave April 20. So
far, I have _lost 11 ½ pounds.
EVALUATION
The philosophy behind the
Central YMCA Community High
School and College is, in my opinion, ideal. Why does the Y differ?" Its teachers are teachers and
not research artists. It has a new,
relaxed, informal approach to
teenage discipline. There are no
bells blasting you out of a thought
train."
A new trend is overtaking the Y
High in that there is a demanding
of objectives for each individual
department by the administration.
There is a tightening of the curriculum which looks promising.
Because the Y High is out of the
realm of the influence of the "system" and the "establishment" the
free flow of creativity is encouraged.
Mr. Bernard Frieden, co-chairman of the English Department,
stressed that everyone should accept the responsibility for his own
mistakes whether in dealing with
trouble with the students or the administration. This applies to the
administration of Principal Zen
Puzinauskus, Curriculum Director Mrs. Marcella Marzatelli and

are recommended. Through a lack
of participation a student receives
no back lash from faculty members and no prodding from peers
but merely hangs himself.
The security is quite rigid because through some incidents the
faculty members simply would not
teach there if the security guards
where not present. Card playing,
dice throwing and, undoubtedl y,
dope pushing all exist but the
black and white security guards
try to keep them within bounds.
One day I was locked out of a
class room between classes only finally to enter to find the room
thick with the stench of marijuana. In a demonstration speech,
one boy wanted to show how to
shoot heroin ; in a pantomime
speech another boy wanted to
show how to roll a reefer.
The Central YMCA is good in
that it is open to problem students, drop-outs and the 53-year old hou sewife who return s to
school to pick up a high school
diploma or a junior coll ege degree.
The Y is good in the advantages
it offers to the slow learner and the
foreign student in the remedial
reading laboratory to improve
their reading and writing skills.
The laboratory was innovated by
Bernard Frieden.
. The Central YMCA High
School and Junior College are often called the last chance for
deliquent students who are out on
an academic limb. The Y is a
school for the kids.
One day, I walked out of a
speech class which I called "up for

the individual department teachers. It was probably due to the
tightening of the usually loose Y
curriculum.
These students have rebelled so
often in other private schools or in
the pubUc shcool system that stringent discipline merely fosters
furthf!r rebellion. So emphasis is
placed on self-motivation and responsibility for one's own actions.
Self-motivation is strongly emphasized through-out the school.
This is especially evident in Frieden's class where independent
reading literature lists prevail. Independent study is uppermost.
The use of the reading laboratory
and contributions to the class
magazine are solely student orientated, student supported and
student interest and participation

grabs" and Mrs. Marcella Marzatelli, curriculum director, · 1aughingly said, "Well, you just aren't
used to our kids yet."
Some of the students, taking me
as a student teacher, being at the
awkward stage, not a fledgling student and not a full fledge teacher,
tried to push me for a mark or to
reduce the number of their absences. Other students tried to protect me. I received many free cigarettes, hopefully, not marijuana,
and free cups of coffee from prospective graduates. Principal Puzinauskus said he "would be happy
to welcome more student teachers
from NISC."
In the words of Irving Berlin in
a song written during the First
World War, "You can always find
little sunshine at the YMCA! "
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Moffett. It also includes reading
the short stories in the book, writing a short story in the forms
presented in Points of View and
hopefully compiling a short story
literary magazine, Short Stories in
Spring.
The speech courses consist of a
persuasive speech, a demonstration speech, a debate and a pantomine. Today the newspapers and
television are overdosed with diet
pills, birth control pills, pep pills
and dope. The speeches presented
in school are overdosed with diet
pills, birth control pills, pep pills
and dope.
One of the debates offered in
speech class was declared "the
best I have ever seen at the Central
YMCA High School" by Principal Puzinauskus who had been in-
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Choir Concert
tonight
The NISC Concert C hoir and
Chamber Singers will present a
concert on April 8th at 8:00 p.m.
in the college auditorium. The
choir will be accompanied by the
Woodwind Quintet and the Brass
Ensemble.
With the woodwind Quintet,
the choir will perform Herman
Schein's "Die mit Tranen saen"
and Heinrich Schuetz's "So far
ich hin ".
Then the brass ensemble will
join the Concert Choir for the presentation of Antonio Lotti's
"Crucifixus" followed by Giovanni Gabrieli's "Jubilate Deo".
The NISC Chamber Singers
then take over the program by
presenting three updated Bach
works. The three numbers are
"Sleepytime Bach", "Aria", and
"Preludio".
The Concert Choir and Brass
Ensemble return to close the program with Norman Delio Juilio's
"Hymn to Saint Cecilia".
The concert is open to the public and is free .

C inema
J am~s ,
·M artin

Jean-Luc Godard often reminds me of an Imagist poet. In his films
he gives very little expanded explanation, but presents rather a series of
controlled, self-contained images.
Like the reader's response to an Imagist poem, each viewer of a
Godard film is likely to have a response which is relative and selective;
and how he- or she puts together the cinematic pieces will be an
individual process. Godard of course, by choosing the subject matter
and channeling the viewer's thoughts to some degree, affects to a
certain extent the viewer's response, but by and large, due to his
increasing use of nonplot and isolated imagery, he allows his audience
to construct their own relative logic from his films.
•
"Two or Three Things I Know About Her" is Godard's latest U.S .
release although it was made in 1966 between "Masculine Feminine"
and "La Chinoise", and it strikes a middle ground between the questioning and probing of the first and the revolutionary dealings of the
second. Perhaps it can best be described as a film about relativity and
reality in a capitalist society. The "her" about which Godard knows a
few things is on one level a Parisian housewife (Marina Vlady) who
becomes a part-time prostitute, and on a second, more important level,
Paris itself-a Pari s caught in the throes of an invading and increasing
capitalism.
Godard begins his film with a scene of construction .:..a building going
up ; and interspersed throughout the film, between scenes of ennui and
confusion, he returns again and again to fast cuts of similar construction
scenes. The implication is clear. As capitalism builds up, personal
respect and morality go down . As the housewife becomes a prostitute ,
so too do we all in a capitalist society; not necessarily on th~ same
level. Throughout the film, a narrator whispers comments directly to
the audience; the actors often address the camera, and the film, almost
as in Godard's view of capitalism, breaks down as a traditional film
form . We see not a whole, plotted fi lm in t he generally accepted
manner, but rather one which consists of bits and pieces - images.
Perhaps the best scene in the film is one of a coffee cup. The camera
pans down toward the cup on the table until it is so close all you can see
is the swirling coffee itself. It begins, with its bubbles and circular
motion, to look increasingly like a universe. As we watch the coffee, a
voice-over comments in a whisper on Being and N othingness, and the
whole scene becomes abstract and relative . In other scenes Godard
gives us simply close-ups of machines without comment, of faces
without dialogue, as he builds a series of isolated images . But tying the
loose imagery all together is always the thread of his anti-capitalist
theme .

term papers
these,
disserations

typed
IBM electric,
50cper page

Mrs. Cohen Eves. 338-5242

"Two or Three Things I
Know About Her"

&
"Celebration at Big Sur"

"Two or Three Things I Know About Her" is this type of disjointed ,
almost illogical film, and it relies heavily on the viewer's ability to
connect images - both concrete and abstract- in his or her mind; and
although the subject matter is Godard's, what you take away from the
film will be strictly your own.

***
"Celebration at Big Sur" is the latest entry in the field of
youth-music-love fi lms, and not surprisingly, it's running dead last.
Filmed over a several day period in the Big Sur area of California, it
makes an attempt to chronicle the latest "big-name" music fest as did
" Monterey Pop" and "Woodstock" before it. Unfortunately, though a
few excellent performers were present (Joan Baez, Joni Mitchell, John
Sebastian, Crosby, Stills, Nas h & Young), the poor quality of filmmaking does not capture any of the mood or excellence on celluloid,
and it comes off as a blatant but inferior copy of the above-mentioned
films . I can only hope that those present at the event were having more
fun thari I, as a viewer of the film was.
I had the feeling throughout the film that its makers shot it without
any thought for its future audience, but rather for the moment and any
dollars it might bring in. The quality of film is astoundingly poor, the
lighting is generally terrible, and the camera work is downright insulting
and by far the worst I've seen for this type of film. Perhaps the most
annoying aspect of the film is the use of pans and tracking shots in
conjunction with fast-cuts. Again and again, as the camera pans the
audience, all we see is a blur ; no faces, no interesting details, just blurs.
And if that isn't enough (I could accept it once or twice for effect), the
editor uses fast-cuts to the point of over-kill. By film's end I was almost
dizzy.
_
O n the plus side (but through no doing of the filmmakers), there is
some good music to be heard, in particular Baez's rendition of "Sweet
Sir Gallahad" and others, but even thi s is not enough to save "Celebration at Big Sur". It is an exploitation flick pure and simple, cranked out ·
at little expense (or thought) to turn a few bucks on the heels of
previous successes.
NOTE: Showing at the 3 Penny Cinema with "Two or Three Things" is
an excellent short entitled "Interviews with My-Lai Veterans" . The
film was made in 1970 and was directed by Josep h Strick and photographed by Haskell Wexler.
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Menus of the Week
Mon., April 12

Tues., April 13

Wed., April 14

Shepherd Pie
Baked Ham, Fruit Sauce
Corn Fritters
ChopSuey
Turkey and Dressing
Cheese Souffle

Chicken Livers
Thurs., April 15

Fri., April 16

Cabbage Roll
Boiled Beef, Horseradish Sauce

Chicken ala King on Biscuit
Corned Beef Sandwich
Potato Pancakes
Breaded Fillet
Baked Ham
Creole Shrimp
Baked Macaroni
Eggplant Supreme

The first great ROCK OPERA is now
the first great ROCK DANCE SPECTACULAR
OTTAWA: ''.A TOTAL THEATRE EXPERIENCE ... people stood,
cheered and app lauded until their hands were red . . . a resounding IO-minute ovation."
-Ottawa Citizen

MONTREAL: 'Les Gr.ands Ballets Canadiens' TOMMY, played to
sold out houses and cheering crowds . . . and whe n 3,000 people
stand en masse at the end of a performance, you know you've
got a hit."
-Dance Magazine

Howard Dando presents

/

ALBUM AVAILABLE ON DECCA

Music and lyrics by PETER T OWNSHEND,
, JOHN ENTWHISTLE an d KEITH MOON
Recording Produced by KIT L A MB ERT
INTE RNATIONALLY CE LE BRATED COM PANY OF 50 DANCERS
CINEM ASCOPE FILM PROJECTIONS BY THE QUE BE C FI L M BU RE AU

Scenery:
DAVID JENKINS

Costumes:
FRANCOIS BARBEAU

Lighting :
NICHOLAS CERNOVICH

STEREO SOUND RE -MIXED FROM ORIGINAL TAPES BY THE WHO

CHOREOGRAPHY BY FERNAND NAULT
6 PE RFs. o NLY

APRIL 28 thru MAY 2

Wed . thru Sun. Eves at 8:00--Sun. Mat. at 2 :00

COMING SOON
SPONSORED BY BUGG HOUSE SQUARE

Pri ces, all perfs : $9 .00, $8.00, $7.00, $6 .00, $5.00, $3. 50
BOX OFFICE OPENS MONDAY, APRIL 12
T ickets A lso A vai lable at T icketron Outlet s
For nearest locati on cal l T -1-C-K -E-T -S
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dance. I was totally shocked, you
see, I was the ONLY BLACK
there. I, as a (Human Being) and
others which attended the dance,
didn't feel any difference.
To my surprise and shock!!!!!
People are people, we all are human beings with feelings and false,
nobody but nobody, is perfect. We
are ALL GOD'S CHILDREN
and GOD LOVES US ALL. God
made us different colors and races,
because it was his will. Now,
People, WHY CAN'T WE LOVE
EACH OTHER TOO?
I had a beautiful, shocking,
time of my BLACK Life. I LOVE
EVERY MINUTE OF IT!!!!!!. I
have been at N .I.S.C . for a whole
· school year. I have related to others races, I have learned many
things from this beautiful, clean,
shocking, unspeakable college.
What I learned wasn't in a damn
college book either!!!!
My conclusion of the
racism problem
To be love, be a lover of people.
Love will set you free, I personally
feel, I love all my Brothers and Sisters, who are all different races.
A soulful brothers and sisters is
one who loves people, who has a
character and principally who
cares about life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness for all human
beings on God's green earth.
More power to the hippies, for
we are free to love, and to give
love, we shall never die. Together
we stand, divided we fall!!!!!.
An Integrated Student
Rocky
You don't have to be BLACK to
have soul, Just a lover ...

More verbal
war
To the Editors of the PRINT:
To some degree what I had
hoped would not occur has already begun to take place. The
pages of the PRINT have been set
aside to serve as a battle ground in
the verbal Middle East war. This
was most clearly done by W .R.
who attempted a rebuttal to my rebuttal of his first letter.
Unlike my previous letter, I will
not continue the war. W .R . raised
some new arguments (perhaps
slander is a better word) which can
be answered. He (or she) refers to
the Jews and Mi Lai in one breath.
Well , I can easily compare some
Arab acts to Treblinka :ind Dachau. That is exactly not the point.
W .R . is so much like so many
non Jews I have met both in Israel
and here. These are the people
who, for who knows what kind of
reasons, prefer to accuse and attack. These are the people who are
set in some negative way to tear
down or destroy. These are the
people who ask for debate (verbal
war .. .it is easier than real war) but
don't ask for discussion.
There is nothing that I can discuss with W .R. we only have common ground for debate. In the case
of the Middle East and every other
issue that confronts this world, solutions are reached through discussions and exhange by both
sides. I will not continue with
W .R. because I prefer to make
peace and not war, not even verbal war.
As for my dual citizenship,
W .R. seems to take the stance of
"My Country Right or Wrong"
and therefore dual citizenship is
paramount to treachery. If that is
W.R .'s contention, then I am very
pleased that W .R. writes letters to
the editor and not laws of this
country.
M. Pomerantz

O'Brien
disinayed

To the Editors of PRINT:
I was dismayed to read, in the
April 1st edition of PRINT, several hostile replies to my letter of
March 22. I was addressing myself
fo the March 18 letters of Sharon
Sheinfeld and William Enflehart,
who had made some serious historical errors regarding Palestine.
(lndidentally, W .R . added to the
errors on April l. It was the Philistines who invaded Israel , not the
other way around.) I was trying to
point out that people who try to
justify the existence of modern Israel by claims of past occupancy
are without factual support. If all
nations were established on the
basis of past occupancy, the Indians would get America, the
Celts would get Britain, the Canaanites would be awarded Palestine posthumously, and so on.
Where would that put most of the
modern nations? Probably in the
Sahara Desert, unless someone has
put in a claim for that, too.
I was dismayed to find myself
attacked by Mesores and Mann.
Mann states, "He clearly directed
his criticism in the wrong direction stating that there are no major
Arab officeholders in Israel." Almost correct. I said, "Why, in a
nation of 3.5 million Jews amidst
an Arab majority aren't there any
major Arab officeholders? If there
are any, people around the world
should be informed of their existence." Clearly, in my letter I admitted my ignorance in the matter,
but asked, in the same breath, to be
informed of the true situation.
Mann finally gives me the facts
by stating, " ... there are seven
Arab members of the Israeli parliament . .'' I ask, "How many
members of the Israeli parliament
are there all together? Wouldn't
you call )even under-representation (what Americans call tokenism) unless those seven form the
majority of the Israeli parliament
- since the Arabs are the majority
in Palestine? Incidentally, Israel
has a total population under 3 million people, not 3.5 million Jews,
as I said (see, I'm not claiming perfection for myself).
A I s o , Mann states that
"O'Brien , absorb Arab propaganda lies and then inform others
of these fallacies, the pupose being
to mislead other - people." Well,
Sarah, your grammar is terrible,
but your insinuation that I'm trying to mislead others is unfounded. I tried to be objective in
my letter, admitting ignorance on
certain points and correcting the
ignorance of others on other
points . I'm not an Arab sympathizer - but I question your priority of loyalties. Your letter begins, "As an Israel...'' Do you possess dual citizenship? I would ask,
"Where is your first allegiance the U.S. or Israel?"
Going back to errors, Jo·hn Colbers - the "objective reader" stated that, "It is true that the
Jews were the only ones to exist
-in this piece ofland as a sovereign
independent state." Well, Sarah
Mann, why aren't you erasing
Colbers' ignorance? Obviously all
that I wrote on the subject of Palestinian history didn't get thru to
him.
The other critic, Steven Mesores, states, "Mr. O'Brien, if your
concern is that of fair treatment of
minorities, you would do well to
write and complain about the oppression of the many minorities in
Arab countries." My reply is that
I do condemn mistreatment of mi-
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norities everywhere; however, the
U.S. is in a turmoil over whether
to support Israel, not the Arabs so it is more important to me what
Israel's policies are in regard to its
Arab population.
My own opinion is that the MidEast crisis can only be permanently ended by mutual acceptance on the part of both Jews and
Arabs. In the meantime, the U.S.,
Russia, and others should keep
military aid out of the area, and
the U .N. should enforce a ceasefire there. But then, I'm probably
asking too much. Self-interest,
fear, and prejudice will combine,
as usual, to produce a continuing
disaster in the Mid-East.

What about those faces?
HiEd. Note-The dispute over the
While daydreaming over lunch faces (which did not represent the
in the North dining hall, trying to majority of students on this
, cope with a case of Spring fever, campus, as those complaining put
this thought popped into my head; it) was resolved with a recent dewhat ever came of the dispute cision by the Commuter Center
over the picture posters that were Board of Managers . They deto surround the North dining hall ? cided to drop the idea of "faces"
Are they going to be put up, or altogether and repla ce them with
has the idea been dropped? I, per- Ia black and white fabric design
sonally, liked them.
; ( see picture) which will be going
Kenneth Lawrence I up shortly.

. _Philip o :Bri,en

Letters for
Silverstein
Northeastern Illinois State College
President Sachs
Bryn Mawr at St. Louis Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Dear Mr. Sachs;
My son Martin Oscarson who attends Northeastern· Illinois State
College and is a Sociology ·Major
has been discussing with Ole the
issue of Dr. Silverstein. After what
I have heard from him and his
friends, who are also Sociology
Majors, I feel I must also speak out
Con't. on p. 12

Free street theater auditions begin April 17
Local actors, singers, dancers
and musicians are invited to audition ·for this summer's third edition of the Free Street Theater
Touring Company. The first audition session will be on April 17
from I0:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
the Goodman School of Drama of
the Art Institute of Chicago. Audition sessions will continue
through the end of April. The
Free Street Program, directed /by
Patrick Henry, is a project of the
Illinois Arts Council, an agency
of the state, with cooperation
from the Goodman School.

.
Applicants must be at kist
eighteen years old, and available
to work from May 3 through September 4. This company will also
spend at least three weeks during
the summer touring the state.
Those auditioning should prepare a short dramatic piece performed in the direct address style.
The piece need not be formal dra-

matic literature, but it must communicate directly with the audience. A second audition piece
should demonstrate particular
performing skills, such as singing,
dancing, juggling, magic or playing a musical instrument.
Auditions · are also being held
for musicians.skilled in improvisation. Percussion, bass, guitar and
brass musicians are asked to prepare a piece for the audition.
The Free Street Theater has
openings for skilled technicians.
Anyone interested in these positions should contact the Illinois
Arts Council to set up an appointment with Patrick Henry.
Auditions will be by appointment, and will begin on April 17.
They will continue during the early evenings through the end of the
month. Final call backs will take
place on May I and 2. Appointments can be made by calling the
Illinois Arts Council, 793-3520.
Company salaries are $125 per
·•week.

The Free Street Theater is going
into its third season of touring this
summer on its outdoor traveling
showmobile. The original productions which are performed on · the
showmobile are designed to bring
unique theatrical experiences to
the people of the state, many of
whom have never seen live theater
· before. The first of three shows
this summer will be an original
modern ballad opera. During the
rest of the year, a Free Street minicompany of seven performers do
three other program . .Film-in-theStreets features films by Illinois
Film makers, shown outdoors in
the autumn months . The theater
then moves indoors for its multimedia and puppet shows .
Further information on the
Free Street Programs can be obtained by calling 793-3520, or
writing the Illinois Arts Council,
111 N . Wabash, Rqom 1610,Chicago, Ill . 60602.

. - WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
"eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

visit our Q)J.h Englisfl dining room
(OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK)

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
FOR DELIVERY SERVICE CALL 338-2166
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Almanac
Here are some more historical happenings and good reasons for
drinking heavily:
Friday, April 9. The C ivil War end s at Appomattox Courtho use, 1865 .
Saturday, April 10. Full moon over C hicago.
Sunday, April 11. Jackie Robinson plays in his first major league game.
Monday, April 13. T homas Jefferson born in 1743. Believe it or not, he
said: " What country before ever existed a century and a half without
rebell ion? .. .The tree of liberty mu st be refreshed from time to time with
the blood of patriots and tyrants. It is its natural manure."
Wednesday, April 14. Abraham Lincoln assassinated in 1865, five days
after the Civil War had ended.
Thursday, April 15. The Titanic sank in 1912.
And now for our legend of the week:

Typing Room - E-208 · Open Mon-Fri - 8am - 5pm

Chicago

Custom Cycle Sales

•

AUTHORIZED
SUZUKI
DEALER

SUZUKI
• USED BIKES
• CHOPPERS
• CUSTOM PAINT JOBS
• ACCESSORIES
• SPEED SHOP

In the far-off frozen north, there lies the little-known city of Mome,
just a little south-east of Nome . According to legend, Mome was
discovered by two pioneers: Steero and Mome. The legend goes on to
say that the two men were stranded in the frozen north and were forced
to fight for their survival. Steero stumbled across a way of making
fermented ice cream from the snow, and thus, froze to death. But
Mome learned the ways of the wild, survived, and founded the city of
Mome. T hus, according to legend, Steero diddled while Mome learned .
In the modern day city of Mome there lived peaceful little gnomes who
lived in homes made of chrome combs. It is a well known fact in the
area that all roads lead to Mome, and tourists are told: when in Mome,
do as the gnomes.
A group of gnomes, who call themselves the Loads, once fo llowed a
leader whose name was Ruby. N ow Mr. Conn (that was his las t name)
was a strict leader, who al ways demanded obedience from his underling
gnomes. Ruby always set himself above the other Load-gnomes, living
in a cozy foam home with plenty of loam around which he could roam .
In fact, Ruby was really rude toward the other Load-gnomes. Once , a
fellow Load-gnome wanted Ruby to help him hide a little flay (which
was a little brown jug). "Ruby with your nose so white, help me hide
my flay tonight, " the gnome cried. (I forgot to tell you that Ruby had a
very white nose.) Naturally, Ruby refus"4.
Anyway, Ruby once had a rival whose name was Reachie. Now it
was well known that Reachie was prone to disobey Ruby' s commands.
To test him, one day Ruby asked Reachie to prepare a weather report
for the coming winter.
It was purported that Reachie reported that it would rain. Ruby
looked at him and frowned. "Rainy, really, Reachie?" he said and killed
Reachie. Ruby then called all the Load-gnomes together and said, "Let
this be a lesson to all of you . This will happen to anyone who is found
crossing the Ruby Conn."
And at that point, Bokar, the gnome-god struck Ruby down with a
honey-comb. Bokar then commanded that all the remaining
Load-gnomes must recite poetry to all the citizens of Mome in the
public square. And, thus it is, that all Loads read to Mome .
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WE SERVICE ALL

*

BRANDS OF CYCLES

Lost recorder: reward offered
STUDENT SPECIAL

Get your price on any service work,
then show your LD . and receive 10%
discount Special consideration on
purchases of new & used bikes too .

334-7724
2311 W. HOWARD St. (Chicago)

TIC.,

A soprano recorder was misplaced, accidentally picked up or
stolen off a music stand in the hall
of the Music Building during the
Co 11 e g i um Musicum concert
Wednesday, March 24. It is made
out of a reddish-streaked tulipwood, with ivory rings at the joint
and end. It is worth much more to
its player and the Music department than its present holder could

8001( NOOK -- Num.l>er 3
( So we ft-/

ha.:rdes-t-)

BRING

Im PEGGER®
J 'E ANS

Laced front, no back pockets, flared.
Great fit for guys and gals. $8.50 a pair.

Fife &Drum Shaps at these
~ stores:

hope to sell it for. If anyone knows
anything about its location or sees
it among the dark plastic soprano
recorders of the Intro. to Music
classes, please contact me, Heather Marinello (ext. 258 at the college) or any instructors of the music department (4th floor of the
Beehive). A reward is offered.
Thank you very much.
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Library notice
This notice is to remind students that all library material s will be due
April 23, the last day of the Winter trimester. The clerical burden
placed on the library staff every trimester, when students have failed to
meet this deadline, has not decreased. This trimester we make an
earnest appeal to students, asking that they return all library materials
on or before the deadline date . Students are also reminded that Library
hours during the interim weeks will be 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday (See Schedule Below). These shorter hours will make it
difficult for the working student to return library books after April 23 .
All vacationing students are asked to clean off their book shelves
before packing.
Books may be borrowed over the interim weeks by students regi stered for the Spring trimester who show proper identification . Interim
borrowing begins Monday, April 12 and books will be due on Monday,
May I 0. The proper identification is your tuition receipt, which you are
urged to carry at all times.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Fashion Show
Featuring
Hot Pants
Gallant Manufacturing of Los Angeles,
California, is sponsoring
a fashion show to be
presented at Bon Shar
Inc., 3311 W. Bryn
Mawr on April 29, 30
and May 1. Featured
will be Miss Hot Pants
of 1971 modeling some
of the latest fashions
from the West Coast.

PLEASE NOTE BELOW LIBRARY HOURS FOR INTERIM WEEKS
Peace be unto you, and the chance to exist, survive, and excel .. .. .
April 24, Saturday ... . . .. CLOSED
The enemies of academic freedom are at work; tho se who wish to
April 26 - April 30
8:00 a.m. to 4 :00 p.m.
oppress us , to cloud our free thought and creative development, are all
around us. T hey will not rest until we are, at last, dead in spirit and
REGULAR LIBRARY HOU RS BEGIN MAY 3
captive in bod y.
Heed me, ye who go forth dail y at term' s beginning, eyes brightly ·
"The Passover Plot"
shining at the prospect of learning. For there are those who despise '
yo ur youth , yo ur vigor fo r change, your natural ability to rise above the
The traditional Sedar wla few innovations We 're attempting to
masses of the oppressed. For thu s you become a threat to all which the
celebrate Pesach by re-experiencing our fathers exodus from
establis hed, ruling hierarchy hold s'too dear in hearts shrouded with the
Egypt over 3000 years ago. If you 're interested in part in this
black gown s and lesson plans of pedagogy. They cometh on with
project please contact either;
educational breath that is stale.
Rich Robinson 281-7595
The incantation of sameness, the lecture of hypnotic dogma which
Edie Lorant 864-6022
Shi Halevi 539-0415
glazes over the eyes of you and all of your fellow members of the
Casey Goldman 973-2261
student brotherhood who were not warned in time who paid small heed I
Fried Motzoh w/be served
Nominal door fee requested
to the true lesson of history - is designed deep in diabolical hearts.
Must RSVP to one of the above
Pledged to budge not an inch from their established doctrine of the Ed- 1,
ucational Underworld, the disciples of traditional , Establishment edu- ;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;;;;;;;:;;;;;:;::;:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,,
cation bend you, twi st you, and offer you better worlds which, in
reality , represent the ultimate downfall of your individuality. For
through this restraint which they place upon you, you in turn offer
little resistance, miniscule challenge to their own bounded stores
of knowledge .
Yet despair not! Ye who presently decipher thps have within you the
power to resist.
Contemplate the last time you learned -yes, truly learned- within
the confines of a traditional class. You cannot count the times upon the
fingers of yo ur rig ht hand .
Contemplate the des ire with which you approached the outset of thi s
or any other term (term ! the structu red, bl asphemous word offend s my
eyes), as opposed by the subtlety with wh ich you were graduall y put
down, ground to a yield ing pul p under the heel who fall constantly upon
you, cut down by the sword of evilworking suppression, never to rai se
their individual heads, again.
The wages of sin is death, or so it has been said. The wages of
iniq uitous oppression, in any form, shall be revolt, rebellion, Uprising.
Any may those who so fiendishly oppose free learning and tru e
education for its individual value ever dwell within. the deepest darkness of the bondage which the y so zealously uphold.
May the power of fai th in the Up rising move your pencil s in the next
facult y/c urriculum evaluation .

Bourgeois Gentilhomme to poetry
to singing and various other activities. Even a strip tease is rumored.
The No rtheastern University
French Association people say
French Association will be the show is not recommended for
presenting a variety show Thurs- those who don't want to die laughday, April 8, (today) during the ac- . ing. Everyone is invited to the protivity hour. The "V" show will gram which is billed as " the last
consist of original skits ranging
chance to have a good time before
from a hilarious scene from Le final exams" .

Strip tease at NISC

Believelt,ButDotitSpread/tAround/

HIS FAVORITF CHICKENS

There is no such thing as

A TENDER ·TRAP

(llf~~ NI)!;[ EXPENSIIIE SlACKS

WERE MADF. 8V ,4-/ IN 1962 FOR AN
ECCENTRIC TEXAS POUIJR'r'MAN. lHEY
WERE HONBJ FRO\,I SWEDISH SfEEL AND
HANOCARVED. lHE HIDDEN Sol)( RXKET5
CONTAINED TI1E BOJES OF HUNDREDS OF

Monterey County Calif. S.P .C. A.

I. pi• RWOUS"l.ON6 PEOAE" I
I

d the Crenchelle Islands

HAVE &EN A PUZZLE RlR
· CENTURIES. ALTHOO'.lH lHESE
PEOflE WfAA A-I SlACG"
WETIMES REPCHIN6 MR

~~~()=

WEl6H LESS THAN 5 POUNDS.

Consider the raccoon - one of the earth's friendliest, ·
most lovable creatures . He is part of the woodland lore
and wonder of nature . Favorite children's stories endow
him with almost human qualities along with the otter,
the fox, the beaver , the muskrat and other forest
dwellers .

Trapping animals like the raccoon is neither a friendly
nor lovable occupation . Forty million leg-hold traps are
set out continuously in the United States and Canada
alone . The cruel , jagged-toothed traps can crunch an
animal 's leg, leaving him to bleed , suffer and starve for
days before the trapper comes to deal the final death
blow. The animals are so agonized that they often chew
off their own feet .

You , too , can help in the crusade to stop the vic ious
killing of animals that keep our environment alive and
give joy to our children . You can refu se to wear the skin s
of animals for prestige or pleasure. You can speak out
against these ungodly trap ping practices in the name of
the animals that still survive . And you can make a TAX
DEDUCTIBLE CONTRIBUTION to Frie nd s of An ima ls
which is doing someth ing constructi ve about thi s wa nto n destru ction. DO IT NOW an d fee l better im med iately
- in the knowled ge that yo u are helping to preserve our
natural wi ld life heritage - for yo ur children and th eir
children .

r-----------------------Miss Alice Herrington, President, Friends of Animals , Inc.
11 West 60th Street, New York, N. Y. 10023
t am glad to enclose $ _ _ _ _ (payable to FoA and
fully tax deductible) to help stop the murder of wildlife.
Please add my name to your mailing list.
Please Print

PANTS, INC.
4904 W. DEMPSTER
SKOKIE, ILLINOIS

673-3686
"COME IN AND GET INTO OUR PANTS"

It takes forty raccoons to make one coat for a human .
Yet hundreds of defenseles s animal s may die before
those forty pelts are co llected . The traps snap at an ything - turtles, eagles, groundhog s, porcupine s, dogs
and cats . A trap doesn't have any feelin g about that .
and neither does a trapper.

Name
Number and Street
Ci ty

St ate

Zip

l------------------------~
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Pt. Ill
on this issue. Excellent teachers
are very difficult to find today. By
what I have heard Dr. Silverstein
is an excellent teacher. I would
hate to see the Sociology department deteriorate, which I am sure
it would, if D r. Silverstein were
dropped from the department. I do
hope that you will keep D r. Silverstein as an instructor at Northeastern so that the academic capabilities of the college and Sociology department stay as high as
they are now.
A concerned parent,
Fred Oscarson

To whom it may concern:
The dismissal of Dr. Silverstein
from Northeastern 's faculty
would be unjust and definitely a
loss to the students and the sociology department.
A I t h o u g h Dr. Silverstein's
classes are not of the usual kind,
his classes do relate directly to the
students and their interests .
Being one of his students, I of
course do not always agree with
everything he says in class, however , this leads to a more interesting class and will allow students
to share in their views on the subjects discussed.
I feel that Dr. Silverstein is one
of the better instructors in the Sociology department here, because
he is not afraid to get away from
the usual course plan and speak his
mind , which gives him and the students a class relationship. This is a
valuable asset for any teacher to
possess.
A concerned Sociology major,
Edward Miller

cont. from pg. 9
We have also been told that Dr.
Silverstein's classes are not only
interesting but relate to issues
which his students are concerned
with and find interesting. We also
understand that he is always willing to talk with and help any student who wishes to come and
speak with him.
In our opinion, any teacher who
spends his time with the concerns
of his students and builds his
classes around the students' interest, would definitely be a great loss
fo r any university. We surely need
more teachers like him.
We sincerely hope that D r. Silverstein will be returned as a professor at Northeastern Illinois.
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Miller

To whom it may concern:
To dismiss Dr. Silverstein from
Northeastern would be a great loss
to the school and especially the sociology department.
I have Dr. Silverstein fo r the
first time right now and can't believe the stories I have heard about
him. He is by far the most interesting and informative personal I
have ever had for an instructor.
As far as I am concerned, there
is not an instructor who is Dr. Silverstein's equal in the sociology
department, or any department of
this college.

According to our son, he believes
Dr. Silverstein to be a very fine
and capable professor with a very
close relationship with his students and understanding of them.

Unsigned
Critique
The editorial page of March 15,
1971 contained a destructive .
"critique" of a program and of an
individual. This "cr itique" was
unsigned.
T he policy of wire services,
such as Associated Press, United
Press International, and Reuters is
not to accept, for print, u nsigned
letters to the editor. Most major
newspapers in the United States
follow this policy. If one wishes to
remain anonymous, she should
not ask for newspaper coverage.
Dr. M. Lucille Grogan

bring in this ad for

FREE

car wash with spring tune- up

Draft system

also check

included

Have you given any thought to
this supposition of the Calley
trial? It seems to be very coincidential that the Congressional
hearings regarding the extension
of the draft were decided the day
after the Calley conviction.
Many people feel a volunteer
Army is now impossible in light of
the Calley verdict. Among these
people including most of the notable so-called anti-war liberals
from the Senate, have made it
mandatory to extend the present
draft system by a vote of 77 to 11 .
Could it be that the Army chose

LIGHT OR DARK

~

• BARBECUE RIBS & CHICKEN

• BRATWURST & OTHER
"GREAT" CHARCOAL
BROILED ITEMS

•GREAT SUNDAY BRUNCH
Steak & Eggs, potatoes, english
muffins, cocktail or juice,
coffee or tea . . . only $1.95
• COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS ,
• COCK TAI LS & HOT DR INKS
• SPORTS ON COLOR T.V.

• carburator • fa n belt • battery

• condenser
• points
• rotor
• set timing

rG1Am··-HAMBURGERS7
~
640z. Pitohe, of Mil/e,'1 Bee, 1/.95
'
i,
CASUAL & COZY
ROARING FIREPLACE

Ted R. Karson

A concerned Sociology major,
Marty Oscarson

and Calley
Jerome M. Sachs
President Northeastern Ill. State
College
Bryn Mawr at Saint Louis
Chicago, Illinois 60625
Dear Mr. Sachs:
Our son, who is a sociology major
at Northeastern, has been discussing with us recently an issue
concerning the dismissal of Dr.
Silverstein from the faculty .

Calley, because they knew Calley,
was to be a "sure loser". With Calley's recent conviction the Army
has become less desirable, and
thereby forces a continuation of a
compulsory draft. By maintaining
our same draft system and ruling
out all possibilities of a volunteer
Army, Congress now has its excuse to uphold our present draft
system. This trial weakened the
Army image and strengths the necessity to draft young men . . .
Would you think ...

Once upon a time, (more specifically 1963) there was a group of
young musicians playing jazz in small English clubs. What makes this
group important was that each member went on to prove himself a star
in the progressive rock field . The lineup was as follows: Jack Bruce on
string bass; Ginger Baker on drums; Graham Bond on sax and organ ;
and John McLaughlin on guitar. The group, collectively known as the
Graham Bond Organization, had other members like Dick Heckstall-Smith, John Hiesman and others who also made a name for
themselves in rock. A further reading of the list brings about comparisons of what the Yardbird s did for guitari sts. Anyway, some of
these Bond groups are captured on an album called "Solid Bond"
(Warner Bros. 2555) which I talked about some time ago. Just recently,
Atco released a recording made by Jack Bruce just after he left the
Cream in 1968. The LP , "Things We Like" (Atco 33-349) is strictly
Jazz - no vocals with Bruce on string bass instead of electric. T he
company didn't want his fans to get the wrong idea about Jack so they
held it's release back until now. And since its a return to hi s first love,
its' no surprise that it features John McLaughlin on guitar, Jon Hiseman on drums and Dick Heckstall-Smith on soprano and alto sax
(sometimes simultaneously). All in all, each musician proves that he
has good knowledge of not only the instrument, but also of the idiom.
It's very progressive jazz, so don't expect any strains of the C ream,
except maybe in the bass lines. Most of the material is of a fever pitch
and the only thing I can relate it to offhand is the music of the Tony
Will iams Lifetime . That's the group where Bruce borrowed
McLaughlin.
The aforementioned Dick Heckstall-Smith and Jon Hiseman are
currently the backline of one of Englands finest groups : Colosseum. I
hadn't heard anything by this group until a friend in England sent me a
copy of their " Valentine Suite," on the Verigo label which was sold in
America j ust recently. Anyway, this particular LP is a masterpiece and
one of my prize possessions. Colosseum drives through rock and jazz
with musicianship and knowledge that is unparalleled as a group . Many
of my friend s who had been knocked out by this record were finally
relieved when Dunhill released a version of the album entitled "The
Grass is Greener" (OS 50079). It has the same cover jacket and many
of the same songs, however the remarkable "Valentyne Suite" is
missing. It's a fine record regardless, and is a good intro to one of the
best groups around. This month a second V.S. Colosseum release is
out, "Daughter if Time" which I will wait to discuss in the near future
beca1c1se of th_e lac\<: of space left.

...
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• choke • pcv valve • air cleaner
• trans oil • engine oil

• set dwell
• spark plugs (reg. type.

• polution control systems

LABOR INCLUDED!
we use only original equipment replacement parts.

ALL THIS FOR
aircond . $3.00 x-tra
GOODTHRU JUNE 1, 1971

4 FREE CAR WASHES with 4 shocks or
complete brake job.

3 FREE CAR WASHESwith oil changes, oil
filter, & lube
2 FREE CAR WASHESwith new battery or
front end alignn1ent

ALLATPETERSON-PULASKI
CAR WASH
LINCOLN-DEVON STANDARD
4001 W. Peterson .. 588-9365

3535 W. Devon .. 588-2280
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Hujambo Rafiki
By Eugene Barnes
In 19..9, wh en the American cor buyer

had his choice of co n like the De So to, the Hudson

o r the Studebaker, two intrepid souls bovght Volkswagens.
h turns o ut they we re more fa rsighted than foolhardy.
Because today the re are n' t mony De So tos, Hudso ns
or Studebokers aro und.
Bll l there ore quite o few Volkswagens. More than
three olld o half million of lost c ount.

Seldom hos so little come so for .

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN
6035 N. BROADWAY
Open Eves.
BR S• 3S00
Closed Sun . @

RESERVATION
CLERK
needed for Chicago Loop
office of Wisconsin
summer resort. Take
reservations over
telephone plus light
typing. Position available
now or for entire summer. ,
Part time available now if ,
desired.

INQUIRE

FRanklin
2-5921
(Miss Johnson)

OR WRITE

BROWNS

Education -An active education takes you thru doors that you
thought you would never enter: to perform feats that you thought you
were too awkward to handle, to think about issues in a perspective that
you did not even know you had the foresight to see, to discover
knowledge that is all about and around you that you might never have
found by your self, to understand what is vital in many instances that
you might never have felt in your mentality, to see various approaches
to a problem that would not have been learned if you had kept your
mind closed. The experience of intellectual beauty and its height you
might never have reached, if not for an active education. An active
education is indeed an asset to every student, no matter what the rank
or status of the school. From it, perhaps, one or more of us will serve
among the ranks of a school administration or in some related productive capacity. Hence, five to fifteen years from graduation, some, if not
most of us, will pause at some length in meditation on those, these
education days. Some, if not most of us, will smile in satisfaction while
in that state of suspended activity. All because of an active · education .... face s, names, blacks , jews, whites, spanish, chinese, japanese,
indians and cross mixtures of people will be remembered. The memory
ofall that, no, they can't take that away from any one.
Honors Convocation-Mar. 30, 71, as the honor candidates sat thru a
warm ceremony of pomp and circumstances, a kind of exceptional
gladness was felt throughout the auditorium by friend s, parents, faculty
and of course the honorees. Vera Boline, whom I refer to as "home",
along with Gloria Newell, Bennie Hill, Rita Washington, Regina Jackson
and our " campu s celebrity" Teddy Williams were the ones to achieve,
according to campus policy, the honors fo r having given outstanding
service. This reporter thinks that those sisters and brothers who had
parents at this event have honored them in a unique way! The black
student organizations on campu s were uniquely proud of you, too. And
from the expressions that you gave to me afterward s, I'd strongly say,
"y'all" were rather enchanted with the earning of that award."
Black, our-Currently Sandra Taylor is heading an_d directing a black
reading hour. Thi s is to be held in the auditorium in the last four weeks
of June. On this agenda will include short dramatic plays, interpretations, singing, and dancing. Sandra says if she doesn't get enough

black participation, the drama group named Free Street would assist her
in this production. Black, our grew out of the Interpreters Theater.
Sandra said that Mrs. Safestien is the Ass't Director of Interpreters
Theater, and due to a lack of participation by black students, the Black,
our was born.
Book of the Month- The present author of a new publication happens
to teach right here at NISC. She is the astute Professor of English. Her
name is Kenny Williams. Currently, Professor Williams presides over the
Faculty Senate. She is the first Black women to have held such a position
at NISC. It is the feeling and thinking of the black student community

that Professor Williams is quite capable of teaching a course in Black
Literature. It has always been taught by Black instructors as thi s
reporter was informed. Why has this procedure been broken with the
instituting of a white Professor? In essence, black courses need blacks
to teach them.
They Also Spoke, by Professor Kenny Williams, directs itself to the
literary contributions of Black writers in the early birth of American
Literature. During the same time that some well known writers and
poets of white Anglo-European descent were writing theirs, as "our"
European American Literature History has taught us. Currently this
book is on sale at Follets book store on Bryn Mawr and is one of the
Features on display at the south end of NISC's library display case.

Professor Williams has added to the bringing out of our literary heritage
since our fo ster mother country took us over fro m the home land
Africa, our mother country. We salute you D r. Williams.
Acknowledgements- To the staff of Hujambo Rafiki, photography,
Johnny Baker, consulting secretary fall semester, Peggy Taft, winter
semester Rubbie, consulting approach to news Zubena and several others
who proved to be instrumental in the success of thi s Black Column.
This black reporter ta tas ya.
Oh Yeah - A baby shoer for- Vera was given ilii s day -Mar. 30. 71.
Zubena created a poem especially for the occasion. Leverne gave a talk
on Black Womenhood. Many gifts and good cheer were gi ven by sisters
there, along with gifts from the brothers who were not. (smile) Hope the
baby is a healthy one, Vera Walker.
Kwa Heri now.

LAKE
RESORT
100 WEST MONROE
CHICAGO, ILL.

Red cross
There is a 45 year old neighbor
of ours who lives at 4914 N . St.
Louis who is recovering from a
brain injury. He needs a companion to travel with him by bus from
his home to the Sampson-Katz
Workshop at 2020 W. Devon each
day for 3 weeks. He is going there ·
for rehabilitation training and he
is not yet ready to make the trip on

seeking volunteers

2 buses alone. He will leave his
home at 8:00 A.M . and return at
3:30 P .M . five days a week, Monday-F riday for the next 3 weeks.
The Red Cross is seeking volunteers to help this man make these
trips to and from the Rehabilitation Center. If any student finds it
possible to walk and ride with this
man as an act of kindness to a fe l-

low man needing help, call Miss
Etten-Director of Health Service
at extension 348 or 504 for further
particulars. Of course, the bus fare
fo r the volunteer will be paid for.
Even if a student is only able to
accompany this man one way, Red
Cross will find another volunteer
to accompany him in the opposite
direction.

Head Shop
The Third Rail
( and a few other things ... )

RAY~ND"S
... ~~---r"'

ff55 W. OAKTON ST.. SKOKIE

Photte: OR 3-7966

·()PEN EVERY NtGHT 'TIL 9 - SATURDAY 'TIL. ~- SUND~Y 12-8

..

10:00- 9:00
7daysa week

waterbeds
beads
shirts
incense
belts
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The Summer Film Series

Robert Creeley and
Tom Pickard to read here

E

Q.

0
0
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In response to the reception given Edward Dorn we are bringing two
more contemporary poets to Northeastern. Friday, April 9th, Tom
Pickard will give a reading of his works at 3:00 pm in the north dining
hall. Wednesday, April 14th Robert Creeley will be here at 8:00 pm in
the Little Theatre. Both readings are free, true as the pure art of words,
and as beautiful as the visions they bring us.
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Tom Pickard

Robert Creeley

grasping at fragments
offleeting wisdom
which melt
like snow
when touched
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if! were you

gliding through space
breath my only propulsion
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Kate's

Compulsive Combustion
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and you were me
I bet you'd
do it too.
A Step
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Things
come and go.
Then
let them.
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With the publication of Tom Pickard's second full collection of
poems The Order of Chance he
takes hi s place with the few powerful voices in contemporary poetry. At 25 he has travelled widely on poetry reading tours in the ·
UK and the United States. Tom
Pickard is the founder of the Morden Tower in Newcastle and has
turned it into the international
centre it has become over the past
six years. He is the current holder
of the Arts Council Writer's
Award .

Robert Creeley is possible the
best known of the contemporary
poets. A member of the Black
Mountain School he is presently
the head of the highly acclaimed
Creative Writer's Center of the
University of New York at Buffalo . Among his works are two
volumes of poetry, For Love and
Words, a novel called The Island,
and a volume of short stories, The
Gold Diggers. Actually, Robert
Creeley needs no introduction at
all to anyone who has come in
contact with his work-and those
who haven't ... Well, come over
next Wednesday nite.
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Summer
Programming:
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SEE THE PRETTY MAIDS FEATURED
IN THIS MONTH'S PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

a good football
coach, can get
away with murder

9.
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By Neal Tarshis for the Free Film Committee

The following filins are the Free Films Committee cinema offerings
for the Spring-Summer 197 I trimester
May 11 Bedazzeled · A fine English comedy starring the comedy team of
Moore and Cook and co-starring Raquel Welsh
May I 8 Seven Sanuri • A dassic Japanese action film directed by Kurasawa and the basis for the American film Magnificent Seven. Subtitled.
May 25 Take the Money and Run - A recent comedy starring and directed by Woody Allen. Also with The World of Jacques Comteau - A
good documentary narrated by Orsen Welles.
June I Genesis II - A compilation of award-winning short experimental
films. This program will be sho,wn three times during the day.
June 8th Citizen Kane - One of the greatest films of all times, starring
and directed by Orsen Welles at the height of his powers.
June 15 - Sky Above, Mud Below - An award winning French documentary about the jungle and natives of New Guinea dubbed.
June 22 King Kong - The big monkey will be here this time for sure, I
promise you.
· June 29 M - A great classic, Peter Lorre's portrayal of an insane child
killer is fantastic, as is Fritz Lang's direction. Subtitled.
July 6 Modern Times - Starring and directed by Charlie Chaplin, with
Paulette Goddard: A beautiful classic, in many ways. Superior to Great
Dictator, which was popular here this term.
July 13 Diaboliene - An Acadamy Award winner for best foreign film,
this little French gem of a horror film stars Simone Signoret. Subtitled.
July 20 Juliet of the Spirits -An avantegard trip with Fellini - dubbed or
subtitled.
July 27 All Quiet On The Western Front - A fine anti-war film starring
Lew Ayres. Tough made in 1930, perhaps still the best of its type ever
made .
August 3 First Annual Northeastern Illinois State College Student Film
Contest and Festival - There will be considerable information forth
coming in the near futu~e concerning this project. In the meanwhile,
contact Larry Zgoda or sign the sheet on the wall of Carol Burke's office
(across from E-210), Larry's phone number is on the list.
August 10 - They Shoot Horses Don't They? . Starring Jane Fonda,
Micheal Sarrazin, Susannah York and Gig Young. A superb recent
motion picture for which G. Young won the Academy Award and from
which Jane Fonda was cheated on the same.
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Showing:
Tues.,
April 13,
Aud.
7:30
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VERY AFFECTING MOYIE:•
-VINCENT CANBY. N.Y. TIMES

Wilderness
Road

.. ,rs AMAD MOVIE, INSANE, ANGRY,
DEVASTATINGLY FUNNY AND
COMICALLY DEVASTATING!"'

May 11

-JUDITH CRIST, NBC•TV TODAY

~¾~

Concert Series
Tom Paxton
July or Aug.
Concert Series

Ecology Day
May19
Lecture Series

20th Century-Fox Presents

EWOTTGOULD

SUTHERLAND """ M,NSI« lOU JA

MGM.r,nrr,., RCCK HlJDSO'J Al'-.GIE OCKINSO'-J TELLY SAVALAS
,,·PRETTY MAIDS ALL IN A ROw·Co-11,.,,ns R000Y M:~ALL KEENAN
WYNN Sc~ b,, GENE RODDENBERRY Based c,, the rc,,ei b,, FRAl'JCIS POL.LIN!
[j;) ADULTS
METRCCOLOR

MGM.

STARTS FRIDAY
ABrodslyf.lUIIPrGGlttion

I
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CO.C. BY II llJIIE.

AlsoS...,,.

MARCIA ROOD VINCENT GARDENIA EUZA8£TH WllSON JON KORKES

AlAN ARKIN, _ B y JACK BRODSKY S a - l y JlllS F~IFFER .......... ,,,,

Now Playing

EXCLUSIVE FIRST CHICAGO SHOWING

Mc Vickers Golf Mill# 1 LAKE SHORE
15 W MeJn•" Chico90

f1l0 M,lwoulrr , N,lrs

Lincoln
Village
,,or
N l111col11 Clt,co90

HILLSIDE
'541 Hamson , H,llud~

JIIS N 1,..,,,,, • .,, Orc•1•

Parthenon
5U4 Holtmo,, HommonJ

Is your figure outward bound
Hanging loose and awfully round
Looking like a pregnant hound
If your tummy has a spare
Do not hide it in despair
We in Modern Dance repair

free classifieds
FOR SALE & WANTED
For Sale: AR Turntable $30.00, Call 761·
0268 .
For Sale: 5 drawer chest of drawers,
light wood , modern , good condition,
$30.00 251· 1530.
For Sale: $25.00 firm - Black and white
T.V., in great shape . $25.00 or best offer
30' cylindrical portable bar on rollers,
brand new . 1961 Ford, runs great, looks
lousy $90.00 or offer (good tires) See
Pete 1:00 in coat room except Thurs •
days.
For Sale: '61 Austin Healy, 3000 MK 11 , 2
top, runs great $525, 675-4522.
STUDENTS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY FOR
PART.TIME OR FULL·TIME EMPLOYMENT . Choose your ow n hours . Very
flexible . Top wages . For more information call Lee, evenings at 537-3978.
Lost : Gold glass case containing granny
glasses. If found please contact 777.
6322 .
For Sale: Perfect condition Panasonic 8
trock home tape player . Cost $165.00
new, 1 month old. Sacrifice $100.00.
Pa nasonic $50.00 turntable sa crifice
$25.00. Both for $ 115.00 . 7 43 -7264. 5-9
PM .
.
For Sal e: '66 Chevy Super Sport Impala
convertibl e. Buckets, AM·FM, automatic,
rear speaker, e xcellent condition, must
sell , before April 20, leaving for Europe
$900 or best offe r 743 -8429. 5- 10 PM.
For Sale : 1963 Buick Special, 2 door, 4
speed, standard tra nsmissi on, V-8 en gine, rad io. $295 or best o ffe r - MUST
SELL! 777 •7000 Ext . 804, After five . Ask
for Rick .
For Sale: Portabl e T.V . 16 in. Travelor •
needs tubes. An y reasonable offer. 267•
5419.
For Sale: Pana son ic tape recorder . Per•
feet wo rking condition, Sacrifice $65.00
Also have tapes. 267 -5419.
For Sale: Portable Monural phooo·
graph . Exce llent condition. $20.00 267 •
5419.
Radio Fans: I' m attempting to contact
any people who might have tapes of
rock radio in the mid or early 60's - WLS,
SCFL, WYNR. Special interest is jingles,
jocks, promotions. Will dub your tapes
on my own equipment. Willing to pay
small pric, too. Contact Ken any day in
office E- 110. Tel. ext. 236 .
Wanted: 3,5, or 10 speed bike. Call Con.
772 •6872 mornings 9 -11 .
Wanted : Experienced Manager for Tai•
ented Folk group. Call Lee: 763 -5881 after 6 pm .

For Sale: 19" Zenith Portable, B-W, UHG
and VHF. Like-new condition . $65.00
4746 N . Central Park.
Wanted !Campaignworkersforthe
Mayoral Election . Call Ann -235-4028.
Wanted•Old and uncared for tapes.
Bring them to the Physics Prep Room (B130) Where they will be erased and
used properly .
For Sale: '66 VW with '69 Engine. Good
Condition . Call AR6·6058 weekdays after 6 pm .
College men with cars!. Earn $2,000 to
$3,000 this summer. Start full or part ·
time now . Call Bob Marshall•774-5353.
For Sale: Girls Bicycle like new - new
tires - good brakes - best offer - Call
Jennh 775•2789

Sublet: 3½ roam garden apt. Rogers
Park, 2 blks from lake, el, busses. $170
month, includes all utilities and parking .
Available June 1, 262-6906.
For Sale: Immaculate '67 Red Impala
conv't . V8•auto. Like new-brakes, snow
tires, carb, water pump, battery. Need
money! Must sell - Best offer. Would accept cheap foreign car as partial payment plus cash. Call Mike at 545-2314.

might be somebody 's Mother?
To the Bryn Mawr Gang -Let's have a
party this week! Peace, Cathy.
Hi to Paulene, Steve, Figi, Dorothy,
Ruthie, Iris, Tom, Proc, Flipper the Lipper, Kathy, Reef and everybody else at
the Bryn Mawr. Cathy.
Don -Happy 1 month and 3 day anni_;ersary. Guess what? Guess who!
Jim : Can you dig it?
Is it really true that Kathy's stomach can
now hold a gallon???
Carol , if you dec ide to marry Trotsky,
What w ill Arnold Swienke say???
Sorry, Kathy, Beer doesn 't come in Gal lon Thermos's yet.

For Sale: Blonde Stretch Wig - Page boy
with bangs, large cap, good for someone with a lot of hair. Call Paulene af•
ter 5:30 281 ·6973.
For Sale: One Blue girls bike - 26 inch
good condition 15.00 Call Cathy 5837804 after 5:30. Must sell. I need the
money.
Cheap Student Flights to London, Am •
sterdam, Rome, Athens. One way or
round trip. Call 465-7316 for more info.
For Sale: Zenith portable stereo player.
Like new, only $25.00. If interested, contact Betty in the BOOKNOOK - E45.
For Sale:. 69 Fender Delux Revere Amp
and Footswitch. Excell. working cond.
$250.00 or best• Call Reid at 465-1645.
Summer Flights to London ANB Brussels
starting at $220. Round Trip Call Larry
465-7316 for more info.
For Sale: 110 lb. Bar Bell Set like new
$12.00 - 561-6071.

Dear FM: BB missed you Friday nite and
Sunday morning. Where were you? So•
cial Chairman and treasurer

Don 't trust ·anyone who is willing to go
scuba diving in Florida .

To Pres. & Social chairman: BB is facing
a revolution, so beware The treasurer

Watch out for a psychedylic painted
van-there are lots of derelicts in it.

To PRINT's staff box: Didn't FDR ever
say anything else?

Don 't pick up any stray passengers,
guys, thzy might take you for a ride.

Probably not.

Bobby: Are you bringing chil ie with you
to Florida?

Why isn 't grammar taught any more in
college? (Classifieds Ed .)

" Democracy was clubbed to death by ·
Mayor Daley's police." Senator Stephen
Young - August 1968.

H.L., your pants are too short. Joe the
eskimo.

Sig - sig-sig•ma • tau•tau•tau -tauWe just lubs the cubs .

Kathy: you have been nominated for
the title of official derelict of NISC.

Dear Dave Green : last week's was the
best SPORTS section within memory.
Stick with those sox .

Gene Kube : on behalf of the student
senate, may I thank you for you r con gratulations and e xpression of good
faith . Vice•president G. Kmiec.
Ken, Remember to bring lots of vitamins
to Florida-qnd don 't forget the instant
breakfast.

" You can do for me, but I will never,
never do for you ." V.D.

On May 26th I nominate EB&RW and
" the washwoman" HL.

Hey Curly: Heard about the mixed pa jama party at Camp Palos. Who was
you sleeping with partner?

I resign

The embezzler

Carrels No . 50, 51, 52 and Locker No.
26, will be losing the occasional visits of
a friend . Congratulations on your graduation, Prince Charming, and we wish
you the best of luck.

Arnold is alive and well

To President B: Treasurer Lis an embezz ler . Social Chairman W.
Deetle, my shoulder has finally healed .
R-Honey

WANTED: Please help me find my com•
fortabl e old shoe. He has a w arm won •

Kerk-You know what kind of people
transfer! Concerned Friends

Big Jim : waiting, love, Nancy

To w hom it may concern: if you w ould
like to buy a Deli-box featuring ½
pound of corned beef, ½ pound coe
saa , ½ lb. potato salad, 2 dill pickles, 1
small rye & dessert, see Helen, Rosie, or
Elyse in Carre 51.
Elaine G. April 19 is D-Day Helen l.

Dear LT., Why don't you let me grow
up?! Your daughter, Diane.
I LIKE IKE. How about gum lady (A·
wing)?
Be Heard, choose your own mayor.
Dear You ' re right! "Vic" is short for
" vicious". Love N.

There will be no one to save witli the
word in a grave.

Dear EB : Now you ran tell MT the truth. ·
Joe G.

Will, you gotta take the good with the
bad .

To the Mean Young Punks in the
A-wing . Don't you Realize Bridgette

Where will Crash Creely strike next?

To RW: on with the "deli•boxes" HL

I li ~e it. And you will too.

" once the Button is pushed there is no
Palm Sunday is the day that ~ g away."
__ - - -~

yshirts?

· These classified are getting dumber every week.
Dear R.W. Let's "take over." JG
Nancy, are you still going to Florida?
SSC- . ....,

Florida lobsters are definitely in jeop·
ardy.
There's room for one more passen ·
ger-preferably a girl-to travel to Florida with Dan, Ken ? Willie.

Brian K is a creep.

Hey Mouse, don't forget to turn
over-you might get too tanned in the

only

van.

Dear JG When? RW

Go, go Goodyear, Gogogoodyear .

J.
The classifieds haven't been too bad
this week, after all (C. Ed .)
Folk dance is offering a final opportun•
ity to learn or brush up on Greek dancing--one last chance to prepare for
Jim's wedding in June.

1

Being pu lied over because qf speeding
or run n i n g a light is under·
standabl-but what about being
stopped because your passenger looks
closed-eyes?

'
The Deli-Boxes are the beginning
of a
revolutiort-beware.
to EB: I wanted ,Bartons can?y H:L.
to R.W. : Let's get t9gether and "rap"
about BB H.L.
People always talk about the "loose
morals" of the younger generation and
the "free love" that's going· around.
Where is it? I've been looking for 2
years now.

To "end grade school discipline," why

Congradulations Dr. Sachs in t'u rning a
second rate college into a second rate

Dear Prudence: Don't pass me by be·
cause I'm so tired. Good night.

university.

Harry Houdini

"You ' re quick."

To Jerry Sachs: You 'll always have a
place with us. KinQ Oscar Sar-dine Company
Attention : The P.E. Department is offering a Ph: D. program during the sum mer. Please attend .

_ ____

The password is veni, veni, venias.

Hate your -~
hbor But don't
forget to say Grace.
Eve ·of Destruction 1965

Sue has been voted runner•up derelict.
Who could be No. 1?

---------..-----··-·-·;.;.~
Tom A. lives at Hank's.

"and you tell me you don't believe
we' re on the eve of Destruction

not behave as if you're ina college and
not a kindergarten? Stand up and be
counted if you think NISC should look
like ihe University it is soon to become.
Support the " cleaning lady" who is
really trying to make our school what it
once was and should be - clean. What
may have started as a joke is no longer
funny.

So what't the story will?

What's with this obsession with Florida?
.;:-,;_
_;;....._-:-Classifieds
Ed .

Confidential to M : I hear you wrote a
book too. Shall we compare chapters?

Dear EG: "weeks from today and we
will be enjoying ourselves in "the land
of milk and honey" HL

MM found out last week that blonds
have so much fun she tried again

Sue is a baby derelict.

;....,..:;:

To EB&RW The people of BB will get " all
wet" on May 3rd. the Washer HL

Jp, JR, JL, & KK are finally graduating
(maybe) after all these years.

Doreen is a derelict.
Mous-keep snaking.

Try-outs for CARMINA BURANA start
next Thursday. We need a tenor desperately.

Kentucky Work Week sponsored by the
Newman Club. Newman is organizing a
group of people who would be inter•
ested in working & helping the poor in
Eastern Kentucky. We will go sometine
during the Spring break . If your interested call 583 -6109 and have your
name and address added to the list.
You will be informed of developments
from then on .

Pretty eyes, They sell argyle socks at
Marshall Field 's.

Mike, Do you still want to trade bod-

Hi to the guy with dark brown eyes ? a
beautiful smile who goes into A·121. I'll
miss you in the summer. D. has a beautiful smile too. ME

brotherly disposition , and he just grew
a wild blonde mustache to match his
ha ir. If he fits, tell him my feet are kill ing me .

To whom it may concern : Please keep
Aug . 6th, 1972 open . Rosie & Helen

Jon, you still haven't switched to scope.
It really wori(s . The green phantom.

I would like to thank all the LSA sisters
who participated in this year's honors
convocation . Thanks to Marge Smith,
Pat Anderson, Nancy Claire, Eileen Carmen, Pnylli's, Jean, Kathy, Carol, Terry,
Denise, Marilee, Barb, · and of course
special thanks to one we all know and
love, ME
Oh yes, that gay energetic cheer leader
with the friendly smile has received a
reward for high academic success. Congratulations, Rose, see you in language
arts.

derful sm ile, a strong tenor voice, a

Dear El : congratulations R?H

Hail King Crowley.

Gathering at the Coach House every Sat
? Sun night: Jewish college And Grad
Students. 7101½ N. Greenview.

Zombie-kins is alive and well.

Oh Yes, that gay energetic cheer leader
w ith the friendly smile has received a
reward for high Academic Success. Con gratulations Rose, See you in Language
Arts!!
Phyllis Adom ites and Carmen Valverde
are to be recommended for their high
achievements in Both Academics and
Leadership in this year's Honor's Con ·
vocation. Congratulations Phyllis and
Carmen, or is it Ca rmen and Phyllis?

Florida beware. The de re licts are on
the ir w ay .

Help Stamp Out V.D.

Attention: two virgins are available for
the Dionysian sacrificial rites. One is
adept at washing feet. The other one is
a pro at annointing . Contact Carrel 158.

" Who will protect the public when the
police violate the law? " Atty. Gen . Ram •
sey Clark • August 1968 Chicago Illinois.

Dear Goldie-lox : Your section is way
overdue . I'm kicking you off the staff.
Please put these erasers down . Editor of
L.

To President B

·• •· •-

Wittgenstein was a Libra!

and

"When you deal with the intelligence of
the average policeman you must be
careful. Mayor Daley was not." Jimmy
Breslin - August 1968.

C? D: Seen any JB flicks lately? Love, JB

With J .L., J.R., ? F.D. completing their
student teaching, no wonder parents
are refusing to se nd their children to
school.

one

One nite only • Thursday - feet washing
by the long-haired smiling one. Contact
J .C. or one of the Twelve for reserva -

Check yourself, Will ie.

LSA: When you said you w ere going to
bring us closer together, we didn 't real ize how close . Keep it coming . TKE .

the

Julian -Happy 2 1 ! - As .ever.

"Shoot to Kill!" Shoot to maim !" Richard
J . Daley - April 1968.

Lost: one PRINT sports department.

Frances and Joey sittin ' in a tree, talkin '
'bout U.S. History .

are

Hey, J .C., J .C., Will you rise in three?

JL : when you go to Florida this time,
don 't burn your head , wear your derby
on the beach.

Watch out for the squinty -eyed passeng e r.

Mac -You 've been promoted : *****- five
- sta r, now.

).C . and - the guys w ish to announce
Fran Magdalen as their Table Mate of
the Month.

tions.

YOU 'RE WELCOME . (signed) ST. JUDE

Nish -Transfers are not allowed . E.M.

Will the real student gov't please stand
up?

Dear Carol L. & Laurie F.: Is it true that if
you all get 30 points apiece in a game,
Dick Motta a re going to sign you all up
with the Bulls in "72" A Bull fan

Dear James ? Charlie, May you always
stay in happiness. Roey ? Helly.

Dig the new LSA, Club For $wining
Chicks.

Scott, you
Caiphas.

Congratulations & welcome to STS Chris
Laura, Mary, Linda W. & Linda R.

Dear Elyse: We' re so happy for you .
Helen? Rosie.

LSA : Sw eet dreams . TKE
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You can bury your dead but don 't leave
a trace. Go Fox Go

Fontius Pilate is purely pretentious.

------------ ·••·····..

Carol, Bob Grescher is waiting far you
at the Post Office.

PRINT

Special classes will be held in prepare·
tion for eluding unwanted protectors in
Florida.

Jim P. What will Linda say with all
those girls in Florida?

PERSONALS

Happiness is a warm gun .
For Sale: 1963 Rambler. Good Condition
But left rear dented. Call 773 -6853. After 6 pm .

8April 1971

There must be some signif~ance in the
. fact that the student senate meetings
are held in the game room.

"Yes, my name is Talbot." Claude Rains
as Lord Talbot in The Wolfman. 1940,
Universal

In reference to last weeks classified, J .H.
does not stand far Jim Hansen .
Hey kids, I just go my notification that
there's an upcoming student election.
, How many P.E. graduate students do
, we ha;,e? .
Hey Student Senate: When are you going to ,get your Student Affairs Council
together . Signed C.P.
See you in the libr~ry. Signed, Dick and
J,;me

What did ya kill? Bungalow Bill
WANTED : GIRLS work you way thru
school. Girls 18 to 26 needed to supply
vital social service on campus; work out
of E128. Commission basis 60 . . for
"syndicate", 40 .: . for yourself. Contact
veterans mega farm : by Student Service
Office. Ask for Faz .
RETREAT * * vacation sponsored by
Newman Club. Apri'I 22-26. A two day
sensitivity retreat w,ill be held in April
followed by a two day vacation . It will
be held at a cotta'ge in Door County
Wisc . The only expehse will be for food
and gas. Call the Newman Center at
583-6109 to have yc;,ur name signed up
if you are interested. There is a limit of
12 people.
Jesus Christ Superstar .. . tell us that
you' re who they say you are .
But what is truth? h truth unchanging
.law?
What's the buss? Tell me what's happening.
Could Mahomet move a mountain or
was that just P.R.?

To the Dean of Students; We still love
you. Pikesville U.

Cranberry fields forever .

Looking tHru the glass onion is not a
bowl of cherries

Even the Jordan River has bodies floating .

ALL you need is love.

Is the rumor true about Kathy & Hank?
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N.l.S.C. Opens Baseball Season

Madura-Gober
Pitch No-hitter

NISC wins final meet
By Greta Lindquist

Thursday April I, in the gym,
our gymnastics team competed in
the last meet of the season against
Harper.
A fine turnout from NISC supporters as well as a group from
Roosevelt High school watched as
beginners and low intermediates
competed in the vaults, balance
beams, uneven parellel bars and
the floor exercises.
Northeastern won the meet as
Wendy Zierk came away with first
place honors in the low intermediate division.

A sparkling performance was
given by Teena Akiyama on the
balance beam who scored an 8.4
out of a possible 10 points to give
her first place in that event. She
also finished first in two other
events and had one second place
finish to give her first place in the
allround competition for the beginners.
Nancy Johnson came in second
and Cynthia Scott a close third
also had nice performances.
One of the girls .from · Harper
crashed into the horse while vaulting because the jump board was
out too far for- her. She got a fine
clap when she got up, shaken but
apparently all right. She went on
and competed in the other events.

u,
0
..,

N.I.S.C. Women take sectional
Northeasterns' Women's Volleyball team has again completed
another great season with an undefeated 11-0 record.
This year the team consists of:
Christine Akiyama
Cecilia Boyle
·Marguerite Daley
Sandy Harrison
Krickett Kanabay
Linda Larson
Rita Laskowski
Linda Lease
Carol Lindseth
Nettie Lyden
Kathy Moore
Lucy Moy

Janet Palumbo
Linda Massari
Leandra Reily
Lynn Ross
Lois Skiera
Caryn Spayer
Sue Stermer
Mary Beth Ulaneck

Northeastern-I

Amundsen-0

IP
3
4

Amundsen
N.I.S.C.
Northeastern-13

Lamirand
Beyers

As the new Spo rts Coordinator or Sports Editor,
whichever you prefer, I have taken it upon myself to
institute a new column named ALL SPORTS, because that is exactly what this column will be about
all sports..
First of all, CONGRATULATIONS to Terry
Gober and Wayne Madeura. They combined to hurl
a no-hitter for the Eagles Baseball team against
Amund•n-Mayfair.
For a delightful change and a lot of fun I suggest
you attend a fun .Night. The P.E. Department
sponsors Fun Night, during which the gym is open
to everyone. You can play Basketball, Volleyball,
Table Tennis or Badminton. At the end of the night
there is a raffie and you can win any number of
various prizes-. For further information, check at the
gym .
Once again it is time for KILMNICK'S FEARLESS FORECAST!!!!
Here are my predictions for the eventual outcome
of the Major League Baseball Races. (Incidentally
this article was written Monday morning before the
season began.)
AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST
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KANSAS CITY

With Gail Hopkins and John Rooker, they should
edge out the White Sox.

0
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MINNESOTA

Not this year.
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Pesce
Oscarson
Jelen
Dobner
Tobiaski
Shulich
Nowinski
Rockwell
Millet
Madura

Charley F. has been a long time coming & this could
be the year.

LF
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C

28
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Northeastern-8

By Brian K.ilmnick
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Pesce
Rizzo
Oscarson
Jelen
Dobner
Tobiaski
Shulich
Tirtilli
Rockwell
Nowinski
Miller
Lamirand
Beyers

The team's greatest victory
came when they took first place in
the Sectional held at DePaul on
March 28th. Northeastern and
Northern were tied for first at the
end of the day but by winning the
match 6-5 and 13-2, first place
was clinched by Northeastern.
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Madura
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CHICAGO

Much improved, if all goes well, they could finish
higher.
MILWAUKEE

Can't see them higher.
NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST
NEW YORK

This is their year.
CHICAGO

Always a bride's mate, never a bride.
PITTSBURGH

Should be close all the way, but can't see them
winning it.
ST.LOUIS

Have basis of a good team, but can they put it
together.
PHILADELPHIA

BALTIMORE

Find me a team that can beat them!!
BOSTON

If the pitching and Yaz comes through, they may get
second.
DETROIT

New park, decent team, but can't see them higher.
MONTREAL

NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST

mow YOUR OWN liORN WITH

H_O USTON

APPAREL FROM

Les Expos are going to improve, but not enough to
escape the cellar.

Without Denny, but improvement is expected.
WASHINGTON

With Denny, Curt Flood, and Frank Howard, they
could be the surprise.
CLEVELAND

If the Hawk is healthy, and McDowell comes
through , they could avert the cellar.
NEW YORK

I can't see the Yanks going anywhere this year.
AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST

Say I'm crazy, but I have THAT feeling.
CINCINNATI

If they can win with the injuries, they can't be beat.
SAN FRANCISCO

One year they might.win i_t; but not now.
LOS ANGELES

I don't think they are as good as everyone says they
are.
ATI;ANTA

Without Carty, they are not going anywhere.
CALIFORNIA

SANDIEGO

With Maloney, Alex Johnson and Sandy Alomar,
they could go all the way.

Still are a few years away from climbing from the
cellar.
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